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At the outset let me remind you that the
two teams were not engaged in a sports activity', but an exercise of the minds, which to my
way of thinking beats any knock-down, roll
'em over, stomp upon 'em competition ever
contrived in this world.
Well, back to Vanderbilt. Not a day goes
by that I do not recall, with some pleasant and
poignant memories, the year that I spent in
academic endeavor at the university, whose
very name has the connotation of the ultimate
in academia.
Sunday as I watched the TV camera roll
around the Vanderbilt campus, focusing on
majestic Kirkland Hall, I could almost hear
those chimes again emanating at noon from
the tower while I, and hundreds of other students quietly walked the winding walkways to
another class room building.
Right now, with a new blanket of snow
resting softly on the stately old trees on the
campus, and on the eaves of old Garland Hall
and the new Law Building, glistening with
.snow and icicles, there must be thousands of
students here, and far away who-WaVelhe fit=
ture of an incomparable university, indelibly
imprinted in their mind's eye, wh,a special
niche in each personal Hall of Fame.
One day a man said to me, "What did you
get from going to Vagderbilt? Did you get a
degree? Did you get'a diploma? Did you get
some piece of paper saying that you had spent
a year away from home at your age.?"
I told him, as well as I knew how, about
the ten "working newspaper people" the Ford
Foundation selects each year for a year of
study, in chosen fields, to enhance the status of
journalism in these United States. I also told
him how honored I felt to be selected since
only ten, out of some 2500 applications, were
chosen to receive the lucrative Fellowship.
I've thought about those questions a lot
since I've come back to the News as still, a
working newspaperwoman.
Each day I realize how much that Fellowship means to me; what a sense of security it
gives me to write of government, of people, of
the days of our lives because somewhere in the
vast storehouses of learning there is compelling evidence that the policies of every newspaper, controversial or not, should be headed
in the right direction on the avenue of the people's right to know.
I feel that I write with greater confidence
about those subjects that must pass the
scrutiny of learned craftsmen in the more discriminating readership of our newspaper.
Perhaps it is illusionary, but I feel that
there is a greater confidence among our readers that what they read here is thoughtfully
conceived, thoroughly researched and accurately reported.
My fellowship year forcefully crystallized
my concept of the grave responsibility a newspaper editor assumes when he or she is caned
upon to mold public influence in those areas
where the validity of the written word is at
stake; alas even where the very existence of a
free press must be defended at all costs.

I learned from the machinations of their
(Continued on page 6)

State Representative RalPi Graves point,
ed an accusing finger at former Representative
Henry Maddox today for advertisements appearing in four-county newspapers opposing
the proposed new Circuit Judgeship for Graves
County.
Graves, of Carlisle County represents Fulton-Hickman-Carlisle and Ballard Counties in
the Kentucky General Assembly, the only
four-county legislative district in the State of
Kentucky.
The freshman legislator and newspaper
publisher (Carlisle County News) defeated
Henry Maddox last May in his SGra-ves') third
attempt to represent the district,

"I SAY TO YOU MY FELLOW AMERICANS" could well be the title of this photo as
Congressman Frank Albert Stubblefield and Congressman Ed Jones "say a word or two"
to the large gathering that honored them at a dinner last Friday. The wives of
two
lawmakers are seated next to them.

Dr. Sparks
To Head '70
Seal Drive

(Story on page 3)

Final Exams Begin
Today Ai Murray

Ridgway Is
Promoted By
Pfizer Firm

Graves takes sharp issue
with an unsigned advertisement
appearing in this week's News.
which opposes the new judgeship on the basis that it is a
costly and unnecessary expenditure.

Final examinations for the
fall semester at Murray State
University will begin Friday,
Jan. 23.
This is the second vigorous
Regularly-scheduled classes
JOseph T. Ridgway, whose --a!tempt that has been made by
will meet for the last time
rents, Mr. and Mrs. G. C. area attorneys to establish a
Thursday, and the five-day exdgway formerly made their new circuit court district for
amination schedule begins at
. home in the Fulton area, has Graves' four-county district.
10 a*. Friday. Final exams been promoted to production
will continue through Jan. 28, manager-South
Plant of the
according to Dr. William G. huge Charles Pfizer Chemical
Nash, vice president for aca- Company in East St. Louis, Misdemic affairs.
souri. Mr. Ridgway is a nephew
A total of 450 students have of Mrs. Mace McDade of Fulfilled applications for degrees, -ton. He makes his home with
including 394 for bachelor's his wife and two children at
degrees and 56 for master's 10 Sheryl Drive, Caseyville,
degrees. The exact number of Illinois, a surburb of East St.
graduates will be determined Louis.
when university officials have- . Mr. Ridgway, who joined C..
checked the record number of K. Williams in 1950, has served
candidates to certify that re- as a chemical and process enquirements have been met.
(Continued on page 6)

Dr. Harry M. Sparks, president of Murray State University, has been named state
chairman of the 19'70 Easter
Seal campaign.
His appointment was announced by George E. Dudley,
Louisville, president of the
Kentucky Easter Seal Society
Crippled Children and
for
Adults, which conducts the annual appeal. The campaign will
run from February 23 through
Easter Sunday, March 29.
As chairman,Sparks will lead
more than 10,000 volunteers
Kentucky's 120
throughout
counties in conducting the statewide Easter Seal fund drive.
Contributions to the annual appeal will be used to finance
the Society-La program ofthereDies medic%1 and hospital care,
hearing and speech safvices,
recreation and camping for
physically handicapped children and adults.
Now in its 47th year of serNine Fulton High Students,
vice, the Society owns and op- including three freshman, four
sophomores, one junior and one
(Continued on page 6)
senior, had perfect All-A standings for the first semester,
according to the Fulton High
Honor Roll released today by
Principal Bobby Snider.
Semester All-A students include: Gigi Brock, Denise Hornra, David Thompson, Bob Engel, Greg Scales, Alice Caldwell, Anita Cash, Tommy Taylor and Pat Wolff.
The semester honor roll is
as follows:
Freshmen:
Gigi
Brock,
Denise Homra, LaDonna Lawson, Eve Nelson, Pat Gossum,
Bob Mahan, Gary Sons, David
Thompson, Robert Whitesell.
Sophomores: Evelyn Alexander, Deborah Clark, Mary Helen
Dunn, Shelia Harrison, Jane
Pawlukiewicz, Kent Smith, Linda Stokes, Sandra Thompson,
Alice Caldwell, Anita Cash,
Charles Comes, Bob Engel,
Mike Hatfield, Michael Morgan,
DR. SPARKS
Mark Owens. Greg Scates and

#

Advocates of the -measure contend that the sprawling geography of Judge Weed Tipton's
five-county district, the growing number of lawsuits occasioned by the advent of large
industries and added population in some sections of the
district makes speedy &spaslion of litigation almost non•
existent.

DOORS "OFFICIALLY" OPEN: The big red ribbon across
the front door of Fulton's new Goodyear store was clipped
Wednesday morning marking the grand opening of the tire

Ghail'eh Whitnel,
Juniors:
Ginger Edwards,
Trudy Goodwin, Ann Mahan,
Louella Puckett, Becky Smith,
Judy Westpheling, Janet Williamson, Steve Ericksen, Mike
Fenwick, Danny Glasgow, Bob
Nanney, Mike Tate, Tommy
Taylor.
Seniors: Shelia Barron, Pam
Grooms, Patricia Hood, Cathy
McAlister, Shelia Owens, Karen
Rice, Faye Huddle, Betty Tucker, Mariana Weeks, Kim Hornra, Don Hicks, James Martin,
David Moss, James Pawlukiewicz and Pat Wolff.
All-A students for the third
six-weeks include: Gigi Brock,
Denise Homra, Alice Caldwell,
Gary Sons, David Thompson,
Bob Engel, Michael Morgan,
Tommy Taylor.
Third six weeks Honor Roll
students are:
Freshmen: Gigi Brock, Ann
Fenwick, Denise Homra, LaDonna Lawson, Eve Nelson, Pat
Gossum,
Jackie
Hill, Bob
(Continued on page 6)

Here is Mr. Graves' letter o
the News:
Bardwell, Kentucky
January 19, 1970
Fulton Ceunly News
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear Editor
Following is a statement
made by State Representative
Ralph Graves
of the First
District
regarding
an advertisement that appeared in a
number of area papers last
week criticizing him for sponsoring legislation seeking a division of'the First Judicial
District.
"Newspaper
readers and
others in the First House District were subjected recently
to an attempt by an anonymously sponsored advertisement to
make them believe that a proposal to establish a new Circuit Court III Graves County.
ahd retain the first
district
court for Ballard, Carlisle,
Hickman and I:11ton counties
would gorne how bring about
an increase in taxes.
"Nothing is more untrue'.
(Continued on page 6)

Ford Calls On
Lawmakers To
Oppose Taxes

'Fulton High Names Honor Roll
Students; Nine Get All A's
and appliance center. On hand for the ceremony were (above,
from left) Fulton Mayor Nelson Tripp and Police Chief
Richard Myatt, Martha Rose, operating clerk, Lawrence
Holt, the new store manager, and Jack W. Miles, St. Louis,
assistant district manager, retail. The mayor and Chief of
Police of South Fulton were on hand for the event but were
suddenly called back on an emergency just before the picture
was taken. Unable to be present for the ceremony were
J. R. Sankey, plant manager, W. R. Thomas, employment
manager and H. D. Hollinger, personnel manager, all of the
giant new Goodyear plant in Union City.

Lt. Gov, Wendell Ford called
oh Kentucky's congressmen and
U. S. senators to oppose increased federal taxes.
Ford's action was, in response to 'current news reports
thst Presilent ;Nixon 7417t1-111S
fiscal advisers are considering
sales taxes on various items,
including as much as 5( a
package on cigarettes.
Calling these "mainstays of
Kentucky's economy," Ford's
letter said:
"The 1970 General Assembly
currently is making a determined effort to reduce ilate
taxes, and such proposals4rom
the President, if made and enacted by the Congress, would
strike hardest at Kentucky's
principal industries.
"I encourage you to examine
any such proposals carefully
and, if Kentucky's principal
products are to bear these sales
taxes, I urge you to vigorously
oppose this legislation."

David Bayer W(Ints No Monkey
Business With Banana Festival
David Bayer, like many another Fultonian, is proud of his
home-town and especially the
local effort called the International Banana Festival.
Wherever David goes he
brags about both with an tuz•
usual amount of gusto, vive Ia
cuidad and mio muy bonito
pais expressions.
Last summer David travelled for the May Company in
Los Angeles, a department
store in the class range of
Macy's, Marshall Field, Nieman-Marcus and a few of the

other giants.
Well, on his wide travels
David gave the Banana Festival an untold amount of western exposure and that brings
us to the heart of a real slick,
little story of community pride
that is really going to a-peel to
the local Chamber of Commerce folks.
Recently David received in
the mails a nice sized banana,
give or take some decayed
spots or more, from his old
friends at the May Company.
Attached, or rather stuck to

the unusually fragile fruit, was
a• card to David, bearing the
aroma end specks of the commodity that has made these
tie-in cities famous.
Said the note:
Dear Mr. Bayer:
It is the greatest concern
of the May Company-Lot
Angeles that we be represented at the Banana Festival.
So here enclosed is our entry. Please let us here from
you on this project.
Thank youl
After discarding the "entry"
into the nearest garbage pail,
David took pen in hand and
accepted the "entry" of the
May folks, but not without a
little chicanery of his own.
Here is David's reply:

I feel that I am a wiser editor because for
one full year I was able to communicate with
the young students of this generation; to examine the destiny of their dissent; to learn
from them their expectations of an older generation, steeped in tradition and somewhat
"out" of the "in" generation who see things as
they are, but reach for things that never were.
In several of my political science classes
it was my privilege to be associated with several of Vanderbilt's leaders in the Arsedom
of campus activities" movement.

A

Ralph Grave; Keplies To
Critics Of New Judgeship

Vanderbilt And Me!
If time and space permit I am going to
write some triviksabout a Christmas present I
received, since I promised young Chuck Hyde
that I would, but first ... a message about
some serious thoughts, epecially about my beloved Vanderbilt University.
Sunday afternoon Mary Jo called to tell
me that four scholars (and they were that indeed) from Vanderbilt were participating in
the College Bowl pf5gram on television. I
stopped what I was doing and sat motionless
while I watched with growing sorrow that
"my team" was trailing Connecticut University. (Vanderbilt came from behind to win by
95 points. They'll be back next week.)

Number 4

David Bayer is right proud of his reply to his friends at the
May Company in Los Angeles. He Is showinga copy of the
letter to Libby Green, office assistant at the News.

Dear Gentlemen of May
Company:
You have my assurance
that you and your company
were well represented at the
Banana Festival. Your entry
of January 10th was well received and quite • surprise.
I might add that it was in
heed of minor repairs after
its long iourneY.
The item enclosed is first
prize. It Is give to the one
who monkles around with It
most. I trust that you will
not go ape over it.
Yours from RH Banana
Festival
(Continued on page

Lt..,Cmdr. Don Wright is shown above demonstrating a highly sensitive computer facility
designed for operational projects in the United States Navy,
received highly
specialized
training in computer analysis
and data processing and rein
tcheelveprdoghirsamMaasttteher'sti.D:grmeaeval
Postgraduate School at Annapolis three years ago. Since
powered fleet has grown to
receiving the degree Commaseighty-seven nuclear-powered
der Wright
lectured on the
lubmarines and four surface subject on has
many occasions,
vessels,
among them the Alr,Force AcaCommander Wright and his
wife, the former Ruth Cald- dem y in C _larado and the U. S.
Naval Poste,
aduate School,
well, and two children Wendy
Presently
Commander
and Hank, are presently staWright is serving as assisHoned at Newport News where
tant navigator of the U. S.
the naval officer Is engaged in
Enterprise while It is in dry
sensitive computer operations
dock at Newport News. In Auwith the Naval Command.
this year Commander
A graduate of the United gust of
Wright will he assigned
to
States Naval Academy at An(Continued on page 6)
napolis Commander Wright has

Don Wright.Lt-Commander USN
On Duty With Famed Enterprise
Lt.-Cmdr. Hendon 0 (Don)
Wright, son of Mr. and Mrs,
Hendon Wright of Fulton helped
mark the 15th anniversary of
nuclear power in the U. S
Navy while serving aboard the
nuclear-powered aircraft carrier USS Enterprise at Newport
News, V.
January 1970 marks 15 suecessful years since the submarine USS Nautilus transmitted the famous message ,,underway on
nuclear power."
Since then the Navy's nuclear-

Musings From

EIDITCUIALI
THE FULTON COT1NTY NEWS
Thursday,January 22, 1970

PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELINO
Editors and Publishers

"Were It tett to me to decide whether we ,shluld have a government without
newspapers, or newspapers without a government, should not hestitate to prefer
—THOMAS JEFFERSON
the latter."

The Paramount Issue On Daylight vs Standard
Time:Conformity With Our Neighboring States
It seems a .bit ironical that
Last week we aired a subject
legislation on the mat,
whole
the
-1 a page-one story that caught
many people around here by sur- ter is being spearheaded by a
prise: the vay-likely fact that gi oup of central Kentuckians who
Kentucky will- go on "standard" managed to manipulate a changetime this summer while every in the long-established Eastern
other 'state in the union' except Central time zone running northarea
Arizona (and Hawaii, out in the south through this State. This the
get
to.
hard
and
long
fought
dayto
over
change
Pacific) will
time zone just the way they wantlight time.
The realization that such ed it, only to discover a very few
could be a possibility here in Ful- years later that daylight time had
ton stirred an immediate and messed them up good. Should the
angry response. A lot of people general assembly vote daylight
ged
read about these things in the time out, it is an acknowled
the
metropolitan papers and hear tact that it will be dorle so bythat
territory
of
expanse
sheer
to
translate
them on TV, but fail
them into at-home realities. We lies in central and eastern Kensheer
sought to point out the fact that tucky, and NOT by the
.
population
of
numbers
near-havoc will be,created here if
As far as we are concerned,
the community is forcibly split
is one dominating reason
there
a into two "official" times.
should go on dayKentucky
why
All last weekend the,News of;
our
lice was busy answering requests light time: all of the rest of
we
and
liaveit
states
g
neighborin
ting
of what-address-to-use-in-wri
We releaders of the Kentucky assembly, should conform to the rest.
.
and we feel sure that a lot of let- spect the feelings of farmers who
every
own
sun-d
to
sun-up
work
ters were sent. And that's good;
sine newspaper has a small yoke day in the summer and who do
until
when compared with a hundred not get to eat their supper day
or so letters from an enraged pub- as late as 10: p. m. when the
5:30
lic. Its the "volume" that makes is so long, but 10 p. m. to
m.
p.
9:30
as
long
as
just
is
m.
a.
tiro' greatest impression.
it
The bill has gone back to the to 4:30• a. m. And be that as
has,
us
around
state
other
no
may,
House committee this week, and'
on one hand we are told that it gone so far as to seek legislative
may die there;. but another very action on the matter.
So,_ as we stated last week,
reliable source in Frankfort told'
be
us that the issue is very much "why does Kentucky seek to
eastern
the
in
state
all
odd-b
the
sure'
a
alive and is still almost
Pt

You can take your choice;
but we would suggest that if you
want to express your feelings on
the matter now, it is a very good
time to write to Frankfort and do,
so.

don't 'believe in conform' ing just
for conforming's sake on anything,
but on this matter of "time" we
surely need to conform to the'six
or seven states which lie on our
borders.

Do You Ever Consider A Gift To Your
Community As A Lasting Family Memorial?
keep as a family memorial. Other
handsome endowments throughout the mid-South have gone to
worthwhile community buildings,
funds and memorials that bear
family names that will live on for
generations to come.
If Fulton has not been bless.
ed with many such endowments
or bequests for such purposes,
their yet exists the fohd hope that
someday, someone will help the
community in one of the many
ways that the community can
scarce help itself: perhaps a handsome civic audit/Ilium, a library
endowment,a major improvement
in the park, an art center,...
there are many avenues to explore
that could bring goodness and
happiness to a community in giving it something that it does not
ave.
"Why", might one ask, "do
This kind of reflection goes you bring this topic to the surface
on across the nation, in small at this time"? We have no particutowns and big cities and is trans- lar reason at this particular time;
formed into reality in many ways. this is just a little thought that has
A nearby hospital was begun in a bounced around in our head,for a
community that had none, as a long, long time and we are just
result of the family's gift to their now putting it in print. If it serves
old hometown. A nearby library to, start others thinking, perhaps
and community ,center-Vas- be- quialy casting around for somequeathed a handsome sum for thing worthwhile to consider that
construction, maintenance and UD- might not bear tangible results
for the community until ten years
now, we wanted to suggest
from
am
Soceinel - class poste,* paid at Fulton, Ky.
ss. The urgency here
neverthele
It
Successor of various weekly papers in Fultwi
now than it was 50
greater
no
is
111141.
in
founded
the first of which was
although in the interago,
years
Published Every Thursday of The Tsar at 200
vening half•century many have
Commercial Ave. Fulton, Ky. 42041
much to places all over
disbursed
Voted one of Kentucky's "Best All AMMO"
the nation, while in their small
Weekly Papers.
home town there are many who
Address all mail (subscriptions, change of ad
little extra blessings that
dross. Forms 3170) te Post Office Bee 307 wish for
Fulton. Kentucky 421141
never come. Perhaps the next fifty
be kinder; already,
Subscription Sates: PM per year In Fulton, years -will
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion and small towns are beginning to
Weak* Counties, Tenn. Elsewhere throughout emerge as the happiest and kindthe United States 004410 per year.
est and most worthwhile places in
Kentucky Subscribers must add 5% Sties Tea, the nation.
There are times in people's
lives, we are sure, when they put
aside all the gruffness, backbiting
and petty things in their home
town to reflect on the fact that it
IS their hometown and in many
cases has provided handsomely
for them and their family insofar
as making money and providing
secure.and happy place to live. In
many cases, family names are
well-established and have been
for a generation or more (sometimes for a century or more). And
in many cases 'there is- a very
strong and vcry honest hope that,
somehow-, the family name can be
enshrined in the community long
after the person has departed. ..
in a kindly, pleasant sort of .way
that is detached and apart'from
inheritances and legacies to
friends and relatives.

'76Pidtkittftiele
and loneliness. Though some of
these hermits have been as shy
as wild animals, some of them
have been almost warlike in
LIFE
maintaining their aloofness.
More often there has been
a clan or family that has with-= They told me that Life could be just what I
drawn as much as is possible
make it—
from the noise and evert' hapLife could be fashionect and, worn like a
piness of neighborhood affairs.
Many old communities had aset
gown;
who "kept to
folks
of
decision
the
mine
designer;
I, the
themselves", in local phrase.
or
crown.
Whether to wear it with bonnet
They would get outside their
local shell long enough to buy
pattern—
prettiest
the
selected
I
And so
or sell enough to keep going,
but they seemed to resent anyLife should be made of the rosiest hue—
one's invading their privacy.
Something unique, and a bit out of fashion,
Some of these old-time people
One that perhaps would be chosen by few.
were in no sense poor or lacking in common sense; some
of the most clannish people I
But other folks came and they leaned o'er my
have knowu were actually wellshoulder;
off financially, sometimes lived
Somebody questioned the ultimate cost;
in rather fine houses for their
time and place, had no suspicSomebody tangled the thread I was using;
ions attached to them for quesOne day I found that my scissors were lost.
tionable conduct; they just liked
their own society and made no
And somebody claimed the material faded;
effort to take in wider areas in
Somebody said I'd be tired ere 'twas worn;
which to be a part of life and
eful,
affairs. I have known a few such
Somebody's fingers, too pointed•an.d
aloof ones who married inside
Snatched at the cloth, and I sa it was
the clan, hoarded their money,
torn.
"had money in the bank," buf
Just did not visit with people
sewing,
all
the
do
to
Oh! somebody tried
outside the clan.
Many people around colleges
Wanting always to advise or condone.
think that there is a great danHere is my life, the product of many;
ger that a boy or girl who does
not belong to something or other
Where is that gown I could fashion—
will fail to get the best out of
alone?
college. Decades of living and
working in college make me aNan Terrell Reed
gree in the main with this philosophy. But I can truly say that
uncovers
Grove
Islands,
waiian
49
there were relatively as many
he drew and painted some
flushes hermits in our college in proself-portraits—most of them a bizarre Russian plot,
and
an ancient, deadly enemy,
portion to the population in the
within only three years.
FULTON'S
finds himself fighting for his days when the school was small
volcano.
alive
of
edge
the
on
life
FIELD,
as in later days.
THE MARIGOLD
I have taught a number of
by Diane Pearson. This is a
FABTHE CASE OF THE
self-made hermits who went to
gentle, mordant, loving tale of
Stanley
Erie
by
FAKE,
class, attended all cultural or
life as it has been and always ULOUS
client was young, educative programs religiousBY LUCY DANIEL
will be. It explores the breadth Gardner. The
she
and
and
beautiful,
blond
class's
ly, but who went through college
and depth of the working
wanted to disappear. The trou- without ever being identified
THE SPOTTEti SPHINI', by with a little thing. The world's struggle for survival and selfwhy,
say
Village ble was she wouldn't
with some club or organization.
Joy Adamson. This is the story two most powerful nations were respect in a English
and and she wouldn't give her name. And, in general, when they gradOf Pippa, a cheetah given to facing each other on a hundred during the late nineteenth
code
a
to
agreed
Mason
Perry
With
uated, they disappeared and
Joy Adamson by her owners, subtle battlefields when the one early twentieth centuries.
of identification.
have never been heard of. But
who had raised her as a pet. that everyone deemed less in- a touch sometimes gay, somelays
an occasional one outlived his
Mrs. Adamson decided to re- genious and knowledgeable and times ruthless, the author
WALK,
NIGHT'S
THE LONG
bad
age of self-sufficiency and bestore this great and graceful powerful suddenly hurled into open all that is good and
heal by Alan White. Four British came a wholesome part of the
cat to its natural wild hetitage, space the first man-made sate- in all of us, then helps to
a area in *hich he worked after
one of them
commandos,
in spite of the fact that no llite, weighing only 184 pounds. the wounds,
captain, parachute into Holland, graduation. Some years before
domesticated cheetah has ever
THE WORLD OF VAN GOGV,
German lines, on a I retired, I made a survey of
THE SPY WHO SPOKE POR- behind the
consented to return to the bush. by Robert Martin. Van Gokh
Wylie. mission of extreme difficulty my former majors, to see where
Philip
by
POISE,
in
himself
of
sketches
drew
peril. They have they were and what they were
THE Paris when he was 34, seven Ringling Wallenda Grove,semi- and the utmost
ON
FOOTPHIN'I'S
to
doing.
millionaire, former thirty-six hours in which
MOON, b' Associated Press. years after beginning his career retired
-major offensive by
Most of them wrote'appreclabtu. acrobat, animal trainer-disrupt a
—Atter- coat-us-los of-superstition as an artist.Such k awings wra e
an
of
workings
affable, upsetting the
just as they had
live letters,
and ignorance, man looked up part of his learning process, and magician, is an
and
,
Headquarters
Signal
entire
done through the years; soulecn
and in probing "to develop the best middle-aged man of simple
to the crescent moon
the
with
connections
make
to
had been most
spy.
who
students
the
realized it was within his grasp. and most serious side" of art, tastes. He is also a master
plane that will fly them home active in school affairs never
How did it happen? It Started by which he meant portraiture, In the setenely beautiful Hatook time to answer my rather
personal letter. And one very
person, who was reGovernment economists estimate that memorable
as the queerest of the
garded
sum
the
in
checks
rebate
insurance
the GI
queer, a loner, wrote the best
letter that 1 receivea trom the
of $2,800,000,000 to 16,000,000 veterans
hundreds of my former studthose years of her
ents.
Miss Mary Swann Bushart has returned retiringAllways
had apshe
from a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Leon Bondur- parently been-building up a store
ant in Houston, Texas. She was accompanied of good will for humanity and
had really accomplished much
home by Mrs. Bondurant and Miss Carolyn as
a rather woe-begone, runHill.
down mining town.
She was no longer the young
20 YEARS AGO — JANUARY 20. 1950
woman who sat to herself back
Mrs. W. T. Browning was gracious hos- in
the corner of the room; she
The Dry Lake District Conunitteeof Boy
tess to the Thursday luncheon club January had found a new way of belongScouts met in regular nionthly meeting Jan12 at the Derby. Members attending were ing; and all her neighbors whom
I know say the same thing about
uary 16th with the following Scouters presMesdames Ual Killebrew, Arch Huddleston, her.
A great deal has been said
in recent years about the fellow
who feels left out, who doesn't
belong. Many critics seem to
think that this is a fault of our
having grown so fast in building up big centers of populaThe little fellow who
tion.
does not fight a heavy battle,
say they, is just left out. But
to me the question of not belongtog is by no means a new one.
Even in the rural area where
I grew up there were lonely
souls, people who were never
known to be a complete part of
things. In general this sort of
person was to blame, for my
area and most other rural ones,
were basically neighborly and
broke all sorts of barriers to
make everybody feel that he belonged. Nearly every neighborhood that I have known or known
about has had one or more hermits, sometimes whole hermit
families. It I had been a seeker after morbid stories, !could
have collected a whole host of
them about these human oddities, who somehow were in
the world but not of it. In such
friendly places as Fidelity it
took a stout heart not to feel
or desire to be a distinct part
of things.
Because of the general
friendliness of country people
of other days, it seemed to most
people that any one who did,not
want to be friendly must have
something to hide, some unconfessed crime, some past that
was being atoned for in silence

ent: Glynn Bushart, Milton Exum, W. B.
`Speiglii, Hugh Barnes, Louis Weeks, Jack
Speight, Charles Jones, Garland Merryman,
Sid Rose, Scoutmaster Kimbell, Van Latta,
Elbert Johns, Foad Hamra, R. E. Sanford,
Maxwell McDade, Scoutmaster Harry Newton and Clardy Holland, Hickman; Harry
Brady, Clinton; Stanley Jones, Jack Carter,
Nelson Tripp, Cubmaster; Rev. Rueb, Rev.
Stone, Sud Edwards and Bertes Pigue.

Sue Forrest was honored oiiher twelfth
birthday Saturday afternoon with a skating
party at the Martin roller rink given by her
aunt, Mrs. C.-P. Bruce. The hostess, assisted'
by Mrs. Bill Holland served delightful sandwiches, Coca-Colas and ice cream. Favors of
miniature drums of'candy were given. each
-guest. Sue received many nice gifts.
Otha Linton, son of Mr. and Mrs. 0. C.
Linton, 115 Cedar street Fulton, and Nolan
Shepard, Water Valley, Ky., are members of
the varsity debate team at Murray State College.
The 14 counties in the 1st Congressional
District received $38,844.57 to.a14 in their
fight against polio in 1949; Gabe B. Taylor,
Greensburg, Kentucky, chairman of the 1950
March of Dimes declared this.week.
.MININMEM•0

Failing in their efforts to influence Governor Earle Clements, or former ichoolman
and House Speaker Adron Doran, to appropriate $34 500,000 for Kentucky schools,
Kentucky educators began a series of eleven
district meetings this week to pass increased
tax legislation for educational purposes, W. L.
Hulland, superintendent of city schools re.
ported today. Under discussion are such revenue producing matters as: (1.) Raising the tax
of a pack of cigarettes to five cents, now two
cents.(23 On beer to $3.00, now $1.50.(3.) On
parimutuel betting to 10 per cent, now three
per cent. (4.) On whiskey production to 10
cents a gallon, now five cents.

Vernon Owen, Maxwell McDade, Horton
23aird, Frank Beadles and Gilson Latta.

Mrs. Parks Weaks entertained her
bridge club Thursday evening at her home in
Highlands. Members playing were Mesdames
Morgan Omar, Fred Homra, Clyde Hill, Joe
Treas, J. A. Poe, Stanley Jones, J. L. Jones,
Jr., Vyron Mitchell, Thomas Mahan, Misses
Andy DeMyer, Ann Godfrey and Mary Hornra.
40 and 45 YEARS AGO
January 23, 1925
Paul E. Bugg, a Fulton boy, is making
good in Memphis. He was recently promoted
with a raise in salary.
The mass meeting of the men of the First
Baptist Church last Sunday was a great success. Over $5000 was pledged toward the
$30,000 needed to complete the new church
house during the year.
D. Fred Worth and Herber Finch announce a joint association for the general
practice of law here. Their offices will be in
the First National Bank building.
Paducah has been selected, "because it
was considered the best location" for the site
of the I. C's new $6 million dollar railroad
shops, which when completed, will be the
world's largest, the Paducah News-Democrat announced this week.
January 34, 1930
The annual election of officers in the City
National Bank this week indicated no changes
being made. Directors include W. W. Morris,
Joe Browder, T. N. Fields, W. A. Terry,
Enoch Browder, Sam T. Butler, N. G. Cooke,
W.P. Murrell, E.F. Karmire,L F. Burke and
C. P. Williams.
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Mrs. Johanna Westpheling
Publisher, Fulton Co. News
209 Commercial Avenue
Fulton, Kentucky 42041
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
• .>
The Hi-Racial Committee of
Concerned Citizens of South
Fulton and Fulton would like
you to know how pleased we are
to see that black people have
been hired to *ork in prominent
places in your business.
We will continue to tell our
friends of your newspaper and
about its open-minded administration.
Sincerely,
Clyde Stunson, Chairman
Frank Welch, Co-Chairman
Betty Haden, Secretary
Dear Paul and Jo.
Words can never express our
gratitude for the wonderful coverage of our grand opening.
We deeply appreciate the kind
words you wrote about our
store, the pictures, and all the
effort you went to, to help
make your grand opening the
success that It was.
it
Evans Drug considers
an honor to serve the good
people of Fulton and surrounding communities and hope we
can continue to do so for many
years to come.
Thank you again, Paul and
Jo for everything both of you
have done for the store's interest.
Sincerely yours,
Evans Rexall Drug Company
BLUEPRINT
Necessity may be the mother
of invention, but a set goal in
life Is the father of success
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CALLING TIME ON THE 'SPEAKER: Maybe Hies net
that Judge Buck Mimeos is winding his watch,
the
but it certainly look like it. Doing the speaking and/or
listening are Mayor Nelson Tripp, Radio Station owner

ALL FOR THEMSELVES, TENNESSEE FOR ALL. This
three-way handshake between Mayor of South Fulton Dan
Crocker, Congressman Ed Jones and T. Willie Jones,

Kenneth Turner and Kenneth Crews an official of the City

Obion County Judge indicates "togetherness". All attended
the dinner last Friday night at Holiday Inn, sponsored by

National Bank.

friends.

the title
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SMAN,
WHAT DOES A BANKER SAY TO A CONGRES
Can't tell
especially while the women folks are around.
Mrs. Frank
for sure but M. R. Jeffress, Mrs. Jeffress,
d seem
Albert Stubblefield and Congressman Stubblefiel
Inn last
So be enjoying the conversation at the Holiday
Friday night.
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superb, even The one I am writing about
learn the
to
need
was
food
The
We
notice
I
"yes."
Paso,"
El
and
in
tube
seen
t
lives
has
Send them to her in care of
me. Chris They forget who
the color cif a fluorescen
it hangs—alongside of it is
in such a way after midnight. Mrs. Dobson, • weird effect on
in this newspaper, enclosing a
you must read the label at the art of living
stomachtrouble. When heard what and every time they your mother-in-law lives
a dress- you couldn't live withwe can put first things who helped her daughter Ellis* glees me
upstairs. self-addressed,
that
are
lives
tubes
Mine
tell
a
add
they
something
story
Detroit.
All
the
tube.
a
of
stamped eneat
can't
end
I
clothes
out. Why can't all of your
Hamilton, Court- with the chicancery of the I am with him,
There's quite a difference, velope.
inside it and make it better.
same color when unlit.-- first --Irma
Ky. 431066 surprise and at whose home bite. I feel so tight
be more like that? Spending the
Mayfield,
house,
W. Potts
more time In choosing them Mildred
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Baptist Author
Will Speak Al
Bible Meeting

HOSPITAL NEWS

HILL VIEW HOSPITAL
Ann Carter, Irma Bynum,
A noted Baptist author, Dr.
Virginia Cherry, Betty Parke,
A . A. Davis, will be beard on
Loa Veneklasen, Zora Parks,
Monday and Tuesday, January
Fulton; Sam
McManis, Sally
26 and 27, in Mayfield. Dr.
Hopkins, Winston Lucy, Carolyn
Oklahoma,
Baptistweeks,
Davis, of Nowata,
Mac Ryan, Costella
will speak on the
Story,
Chambers, Doris A Igee, Janie
using materials related to his
Barber, South Fulton; Mont
well-known nook SERMONS ON
Frazier, Jewell Mullins, Wingo;
THE TRAIL OF BLOOD.
Laverne Campbell, Roseman
The occasion will be the anFarmer, Ellison Nawl, Clinton;
nual Mid-Winter Bible ConferMae Henderson, Crutchfield;
ence sponsored by the Alumni
Beulah Parrott, Fulgham; WilAssociation of Mid-Continent
Ham Davidson, Mr. and Mrs.
Baptist Bible College and BapGlen Wilkenson, Dukedom; Ruby
tist Bible Institute
Sessions
Collins, Fay Wade, Water Valwill be held at 1000 a.m., 2:00
ley, Sandra Harwood, Mayp.m., and 7:00 p.m. on Monday,
and at 10:00 a.m. and 1:15 o.m.
FULTON HOSPITAL
on Tuesday. Dr. Davis and
Mrs. Virginia Elliott, Howard
umni speakers will be featured.
Etherton,
Mrs. Elizabeth Ran by
The school, sponsored
Samuel Holes, Mrs. Maude
associations in this dle,
Baptist
Morris, A. W. Green, Sr.,
area, is located on North 15th
Ronald Kirby, Mrs. Etta Tyson,
Street in Mayfield.
Joe Walker, Mrs. Mary Nugent,
James Oliver, Mrs.Flora Milan,
Lafayette Patterson, Virginia
Cole, Coy Matheny, Ruth Terry,
Mrs. Gus Bard, Mrs. Martha
Roberts, R. E. Hyland, Fulton;
Mrs. Annie McMurray, Mrs.
An 18-year-old West KenMrs. Rhoda
Sloan,
tucky boy, who has amassed Jane
Elizabeth
more
Mrs.
of
Fowlkes,
farming
in
worth
a net
than $20,000, is the 1969 win- Reams, Harold D. Newton,Judy
ner of the Future Farmers of Matheny, Mrs. MarvinSanders,
America contest sponsored by Bailey Roberts, South Fulton;
The Mrs. Lydia Whitlock, Milton
Courier-Journal,
The
Louisville Times and WHAS, Russell, Mrs. Bill Elliott, Wingo; Dewey Grissom, Martin;
Inc.
He is Marvin Lee Wilson, Mrs. Delma Miller, Jim Laf0.
R.
Mrs.
foon, Mrs. Oleta Short, Water
and
son of Mr.
Wilson, Jr., of Grand Rivers. Valley; General Nelson, James
He will receive the contest's Waller, Buford Walker,Clinton;
top prise, a $500 U. S. Savings Mrs. Denise Emerson, MOfield; Helen Tyler, Hickman;
Bond.
in Arthur Traver, Crutchfield;
Nine district winners
the contest will each receive Mrs. Mitchel Powell, Dukedom.
$100 U. S. Savings Bond. The
JOBS PROTECTED
district winners, their chapters
All States have unemploy
and districts, are:
Greg Holt, Lowes FFA Chap- ment insurance laws which protect
workers against wage
ter, Purchase District,
losses caused by econtretic unemployment. In addition, all
PRISON ADVISERS
Warden L. W. Wingo said at States have workmen's compenEddyville that a nine-member sation laws which protect emadvisory committee named by ployees against wage losses
Governor Nunn for Kentucky caused by work-connected achold cidents or illness. Only five
State Penitentiary will
'its first meeting at the Pen- States and Puerto Rico proitentiary Nov. 21. Three of the vide such protection when the
members are holdovers from wage loss is caused by a disa previous committee. Six are ability which is not work-connected.
new.

West Kentuckian
Wins FFA Contest

CITY NATIONAL BANK
ANNOUNCES

The following were patients
in the Fulton Hospitals Wednesday morning, January 21.

William R. Nash, (left), Director of Clean•Up and Beautification, Department of Natural Resources, Frankfort, Ky.
and Sam Holly Chairman of the Fulton County Clean-Up and
Beautification Campaign.
out by Fultogewity Technical
Action Panel, Wayne K. Johnson, Chairman. Those present
in addition to TAP members
were: James Menees, Fulton
Co. Judge; N. F. Crocker, Magistrate; A. L. Cox, Magistrate;
R. B. Goalder, Jr., Hickman
Chamber of Commerce; F. A.
and BeautifiA Clean-Up
Homra, Twin Cities Improvecation Project for Fulton County ment Assoc.;
Elsie
Mrs.
year.
this
initiated
has been
Co. HomeFoster, Fulton
William R. Nash, Director of makers Club; Mrs. Carl Milcel,
the Division of Clean-Up and Hickman Woman's Club and
Beautification Frankfort, Ky. Rev. George McKelvey, Minaddressed a group of interested
isterial Fellowship.
persons in Hickman, January
The Draft
15 and outlined steps to organize
the effort. Nash said, "people
In the first 6 months of 1969,
and pride are the two most nearly 10,000 draft rejectees
necessary ingredients."
were placed in jobs, training
the
Sam Holly, TAP member and or other programs by
ASCS Office Manager was elec- Labor Department's Manpower
ted as chairman of the project. Administration. Through the
service,
He will assist in organizing a public employment
permanent Clean-Up and Beau- jobs were found for 5,237, antification organization in Ful- other 2,368 were enrolled in
ton County and in the cities of skill training programs, 400
Fulton and Hickman.
were persuaded to return to
in school and 1, 651 were reThe meeting was held
response to an invitation sent ferred to other agencies I

Clean-Up Plan
For County Is
Set In Motion

Larry Wool

NEW INTEREST RATES
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Savings Accounts
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Galaxie 500 2-Door Hardtop

The facts favor Ford! Ford Galaxle 500's, Torinos,
Ford Explorer Special Pickups. Special editions
at reduced prices. Limited time sale.
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Special

Ford Galaxle
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Torino ... special edition
of our lowest priced
hardtop.
Explorer Special trucks
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savings up to $197*
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Deaths
Larry Woolen

E. E. Nimes

Ernest Edward Kimes, 80,
for Larry Dale
Services
Wooten, 22, were held Friday, died at 3.45 a.m.Saturday,JanJanuary 16, at Fellowship Bap- uary 17, at the Fulton Hospital
tist Church in Wing°. Rev. H: where he had been a patient for
M. Suthard and Rev. James a short time. A resident of
Westbrook officiated with Inter- Route 2, Crutchfield, he was a
the Maplewood retired Fulton County farmer.
in
ment
Born in Hickman, Kentucky,
cemetery.
He was injured in an accident March II, 1889, he was the son
on January Son Highway 58 and of the late Harry and Mettle
died Wednesday, January 14 at McMurray Mmes. His wife,
the Baptist Hospital in Mem- the former Eura Taylor, preceded him in death on April 2,
phis.
A graduate of Wing* High 1968.
Services were held Sunday,
School, he served No years with
at the Hornbeak
the U. S. Army, including 12 January 18,
He
Home Chapel. Mrs.
Vietnam.
Funeral
in
months duty
was awarded the First Air Cav- Nan Boyette officiated with in'
alry Medal, the National De- terment in the Hickman City
fense Service medal, the Re- Cemetery.
Survivors include two sons,
public of Vietnam medal, Campaign medal, Vietnam Service Charles Mines of Jackson and
medal with two Bronze Stars, Allison Kimes of Memphis; two
sisters, a brother and two
and also the Air Medal.
Survivors include his widow, giandsonsr hichard Kimes of
John Binford
Mrs. Mary Jane Wooten, one Jackson and
daughter, Teresa Wooten, at Kimes, US Navy, Pensacola,
home, his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fla.
Albert Wooten, Sr., Wingo; one
brother, Albert Wooten, Jr.,
Mayfield; his grandparents, Mr.
Mrs. Waylon Parchman,
and
Mrs. Lela Mae Batts, 67,
W Mao.
died at-14-50 p.m. Thursday,Jan.
uary IS, at the McAlister Rest
Home. A resident of Fulton, she
was the widow of George Batts.
in Hickman County,
Born
Services for Mrs. Sue Coleshe
man Harris, 37, were held Sat- Kentucky, August 6, 1902,
urday, January 17, at the Horn- was the daughter of the late E.
Lucas.
Mitchell
Home chapel. M. and Della
beak Funeral
emRev. Gerald Stow officiated with For many years she was
interment in the Greenlee Ce m - ployed as bookkeeper for Jackson Drug Store and also worked
etery.
Mrs. Harris was killed in as a clerk at the Park Terrace
a one-car accident on Kentucky Motel.
Services were held Saturday,
Avenue early Friday, January 16
Hornbeak
when she was enroute home January 17, at the
Rev.
from work at the Holiday Inn. Funeral Home Chapel, with
Inofficiating.
Best
She apparently lost control of James
1965 Chevrolet she was terment was in the Greenlee
the
driving and struck a culvert, Cemetery.
Survivors include a daughter,
A 1949 graduate of Fulton High
School, she was the daughter of Mrs. Charles Cannon,of Fulton;
William and Wilma, French a son, Clyde B. Hill of Temple
six grandColeman, who now live on Park Terrace, Fla.,
children, Fred, David and ConRoad.
Survivors include her par- nie Hill of Temple Terrace and
ents, Mr. and Mrs. William Gene, Tommy and Mary Jane
Mrs.
Coleman, Fulton; a daughter, Cannon of Fulton; a sister,
City.
Sandra Ann Harris of Fulton; Guynelle Smith of Kansas
three sisters, Mrs. Joan CritMrs.
tenden, South Fulton,
• AUSTIN SPRINGS
Madison,
Auriel Hancock,
By Mrs. Carey Frields
Tenn., and Mrs. Al;nes Adkins,
South Fulton.
The Rev. Bobby Copeland
filled his regular appointment
Citureh
S da .
the
Charlie Lee, 72, died Tues. GET.ieIN
Unw l/1111es are sent to
day, January 13, at his home folDallas Hemphill, Union
lowingia long illness. A rest- IcAirt3si; Tenn., who remains in
dent of 327 Thomas Street, he bed a portion of the time. She
a retired outcher and is suffering from an attack
was
served for 14 years at the South of arthritue.
Fultoniligh school as custodian. We, this writer and all friends
t
Services were held Saturday, in
patthhyis taaretah,eltaemndilydeeap
Mrs.
sYniJanuary 17' at the Vaoderford
S.
A.
Rev.
Funeral Home, with
Killen Nelson who passed away
Bell officiating with interment suddenly in Detroit the pest
in the Fairview Cemetery.
week. Funeral services were
Survivors Include his wife, held at United First Methodist
Clara Lee; a son,Edward Greer Church in Fulton at 2 p.m.,
of Chicago; a niece, Lena Gar- Friday, with the Rev, George
liengton; five grandchildren and K. Comes officiating. Jackson
a great-grandson. .
Funeral Home of Dukedom was
in charge of the arrangements.
.
Interment was in Good Springs
— ROUTE THREE Cemetery. the midst of another
We are in
Mrs. Mine Williams
blizzard, came in Saturday
night, freezing rain, sleet, folSunday, but not
We had such a nice long letter lowed by snow
and is said
from our good friend and neigh- much accumalation
snow for the winter
bor, Mrs. W. K. Emily,Saturday Its our ninth
telling us her husband is doing so far.
Mrs. Lucille Westbrook, wife
nicely alter his surgery and is
Westbrook reable to be out and about. They of the late Carl
Nashville after a
send their hello's and thanks to turned from
with her childeveryone that has been so nice two weeks visit
now at home near
to remember them. It's always ren. She is
so nice to hear from people this village.
Mr. Richard McGuire is on
we love away from home.
and was in MayWe were so sorry to hear the sick list
his routine check-up
of the death of Mrs. Sue Har- field for
He remains unOur sympathy goes to the past week.
ris.
medication and all friends
her loved ones in their loss. der
be mudi 'better
Jan Clement daughter of Mr. hope he will
and Mrs. Jimmy Clement has soon.
Mr. Hubert Puckett is doing
our congratulations on her good
surgery on his eye
luck with the Future Homemak- nicely after
a week ago in Jackson, Tenn.
ers.
home
Mr. and MI s, Everett Wil- He was able to return
Road.
liams visited with Mr.and Mrs. on the Palmersville
Miss Margaret Bynum was
Newman Croft last Monday and
with hostess to their family dinner
enjoyed having dinner
the past Sunday. Those attending
them.
Mr, and Mrs. Elmer Cannon were: Mr. and Mrs. Sam Mathis
and daughters, Sammie Jane,
for
week
were in Memphis last
Elmer to have minor surgery LIZ and Becky, Mr. and Mrs.
Hal;
on his neck. He is doing fine. J. W. Bynum and son
Mrs. Maggie Panky of Pilot and Mr. and Mrs. Larry Hawks,
Grady
wife
of
Poyner,
Mrs.
Oak is now in the HAW'S Nursand
ing Home. I'm sure she would the late Ernest Poyner,
enjoy cards from her friends, resident of Lynnville, Ky., is
Sorry I just do not know any now at the Murray Convalscent
news this week. I just hope Home in Murray, Ky., after an
in
everyone stir* well until the illness of several weeks Murray hospital. We hope she will
weather is better.
improve quickly and be able to
be back home.
F ULTONIAN WOUNDED
We extend sympathy to the
Pfc. Jimmy Hogg was slightly
wounded in action in Vietnam family of Mr,Emmett L. Acree,
rewas
on January 14. Word
retired businessman of Weakly
ceived by his mother, Mrs. County, who passed away at
Mary Lou Hogg on Saturday, the Mon County Nursing Home
January 17. He has been in in Union City, the past week
Vietnam since September 1969. after a
illness.
lingering
Funeral services were held
Wednesday afternoon at the
Jackson Funeral Home in Dukedom, with the Rev. Gerald Stow
officiating.

You have
24 hoursto live.
Today,that is. So what
are you doing with your time?
Are you helping another
human being toward the
dignity you wantfor yourself? Are you doing anything
to overcome the hate in this
world with love? These 24
hours can be a great time
to be alive. Ityclu live ri

Mrs. Lela Batts

Mrs. Sue Barris

Charlie Lee
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Break the-hate habit: love your neighbor.
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NOTEBOOK — — (Continued from page 1)
brilliant minds that by and large most activist
students are not revolutionaries as they are
pictured to be.
They do not really rebel a or disrespect
authority.
They are simply a new generation of
Americans of whom the late President Kennedy spoke when he said they were "born
in this century, tempered by war, disciplined
by a hard and bitter peace, proud of our heritage—and unwilling to witness or permit the
slow undoing of those human rights to which
this Nation ha always been committed."
I came to learn from them that their intentions are sometimesovershadowed by their
impatience and that it is the responsibility of
an older generation to grant them these freedoms, but caution them in their zeal. '
If at some time an article in this newspaper has influenced young activists in their
judgment; if some reader can learn more fully
his responsibilities as a good citizen; if our
readers might learn from our written words
that we are grateful for the rights we share
and enjoy in America, my fellowship year will
have fulfilled the confidence that the Ford
Foundation placed in me.
And nowhere else do I think this confidence could have been better served than at
Vanderbilt University.
I envy the students who have studied and
will study there for four years. But I am grateful for the wonderful months that I spent
there, as fleeting as they were.
And Chuck, that just about wraps up the
space alloted to me for this issue. Don't go
away. I promise that I'll tell you about My
Radio And Me in the next thrilling issue of
this newspaper. I did=nd to get carried
erbilt, but I did.
away by my studies a
And always do. And always will.
Chuck is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Hyde. The elder Hyde is manager of Cecil's
Liberty Super Market.

LISTERINE
ANTISEPTIC

Reg. $1.19 Size Now 97c

efferdent
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Don Wright - - (Continued from page 1)

• Chestnut Glade
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughan

duty in Aliuneda, California.
The Enterprise is a veteran
of seven cruises totaling more
than 520,000 miles. It has seen
three tours of duty in Mediterranean waters, four In the
Western Pacific off the coast
of Vietnam and one world cruise
with two other nuclear-powered
surface vessels.
Enterprise is presently undergoing repairs at Newport
News following combat duty In
the Tonkin Gulf.
Commander
Wright,
regarded with esteem in the field
of computer analysis and data
processing is a graduate of
Fulton High School. He attended
Vanderbilt University for a year
and then transferred to the Naat
School
val Preparatory
Bainbridge, Maryland where,
entered
upon graduation, he
the Naval Academy.
A career officer with the
United State Navy, Wright has
served in many overseas posts
of duty as well as duty in Naval headquarters in Washington
and Norfolk, Virginia.

News From Our

U. S. ARMY, VIETNAM -Dennis E. Edwards, son of Her-

man 0. Edwards, Jackson,
In keeping with the spring
Tenn., was promoted to Army
like day, Mrs. Paul Reams, the
Boys In The
specialist five Nov. 14 whale
Gardening leader advised that
assigned to the 54th Signal Batwe should be thinking of the
talion in Vietnam.
selection of seeds even though
Spec. 5 Edwards is a cook
planting season Is yet several
in the battalion's Company A.
weeks away when she gave the
entered the Army in OctoUSS OBSERVATION ISLAND He
gardening lesson to the member 1967, and was last stabers and visitors of the Chest- - Dec. 31 - Navy Seaman David
tioned at Ft. Rucker, Ala., benut Glade Club. The club met L. Shelton, son of Mrs. Delma
fore arriving in Vietnam for this
the home of Mrs. Harvey Shelton of Route 1, Fulton, Ky.,
tour of duty in November 1965.
Yffaughan for the regular Jan- is serving aboard the USS Obwife,
specialist's
The
servation Island, the only suruary meeting.
Martha, lives at 1121 Moscow,
Mrs. Laverne dilansby the face ship in the world with the
Hickman,
Ky.
vice president presided at the capability of launching both the
His mother, Mary Ann Burrequest of the president who was Polaris and the new Poseidon
gess, lives in Phoenix, Aria.
regular missiles.
hostess. The
the
He was serving aboard the
business and the garden demCAN THO, VIETNAM --Kenonstrations were given before Observation Island on Decemthe bountiful pot luck lunch. ber 16, 1969 when the first neth W. Bradley, 25, son of
In the afternoon the home at-sea launch of the Poseidon Mr. and Mrs. Tom Bradley,
agent gave a very informative missile took place off the coast Route 1, Crutchfield, Ky., WAS
promoted to Army specialist
lesson concerning "credit buy- of Cape Kennedy, Fla.
Poseidon ratline Is five, Oct. 29, near Can Tim,
The
ing."
replace the Vietnam, while assigned to the
to
The clothing lesson was given scheduled
missile aboard the 10th Psychological Operations
by Mrs.Jimmie Westbrook, who Polaris
gave helpful tips concerning the Navy's fleet of ballistic mis- Battalion.
Spec. 5 Bradley is editorproper procedure in making sile submarines.
In-chief of the battalion's magsatisfactory pleats in garments.
The Reading leader, Mrs.
CHU LAI, VIETNAM - Dec. azine.
The specialists, whose wife,
Harvey Vaughan, complimented 16—Specialist Four Craig D.
David Bayer - - those who participated in the Title, son of Mr. and Mrs. Margaret, lives at 300 Eddings
(Continued from page 1)
reading project last year that David J. Tihlet, 2032 W. 5600 St., Fulton, Ky., received a
resulted In the club being rec- South, Roy, Utah, received the B. S. degree from bfittra,y(Ky.)
And what was the first prize?
ognized as and receiving a Mas- Army
Commendation Medal State University.
A little ole monkey.
•
ter Reading Club certificate. while serving with the 23rd
Which p,
oves that David
SAN ANTONIO -- Airman
The requirements will be the Supply and Transport Battalion
Bayer thinks anybody who
of Mr.
son
James C. Baggett,
same this club year as last in Vietnam.
makes light of the Banana
year, even though the club year
the and Mrs. William E. Baggett
Tillet
earned
Spec,
4
Festival is monkeying around
Mr. Ridgway
will end June 30. Books were award for meritorious services or Route 3, Hickman, Ky., has
with some serious business.
at
distributed to those participat- as a carpenter in the battalion's completed basic training
David is the son of Mr. and
ing in the reading project.
Headquarters Company near Lackland AFB, Tex. He II
Mr. Ridgway - - Mrs. William Bayer. He is a
for
Lackland
at
remaining
Ten members, six visitors Chu Lai.
Ralph Graves - - (Continued from page 1)
full time student at the Midpoliceand Mrs. Prince enjoyed this
The award was presented No- training as a security
(Continued from page 1)
Continent Bible School at May- gineer and supervisor. A regman. Airman Baggett attended
first meeting of the Chestnut vember 21, 1969,
field and is taking some cour- istered professional engineer,
Fulton County High School.
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E. W. James
And Son
Supermarket
South Fulton, Tenn.

Greenfield Monument Works
— In Operation 68 Years —

Large Display *
* Well Lighted At Night
Open Sunday Afternoons *

*

W. D. Powers

Greenfield,

Fulton

Phone 235-2293

Phone 472-1853

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

In an interview with Mr. Bill Powell of the
Paducah Sun Democrat before the general election, Mr. Graves said he has another definite
piece of legislation in mind which is to make
two judicial districts of what he calls the
sprawling First District. He says he hopes to
make Graves County a district of its own and
to cut Circuit Judge Tipton's huge territory
down-to Carlisle, Fulton, Hickman and Ballard
counties. He said the Legislative Research
Commission had recommended the move be
made, and that his plan also has the blessing
of the First District Bar Association.
In the latest bulletin No. 71 the Legislative
Research Commission did not recommend establishing a new Circuit Court in any county,
so we wonder where Mr. Graves got such a
statement.
In the study of the circuit courts for the
judicial system the LRC recommended consolidating and combining more of the counties so
as to have fewer courts and less expense on the
tax payers. When the LRC made their recommendation to the judicial system and the public a news reporter contacted the Circuit
Judges in the western part of the state and
they stated that the case load was not too
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To The Tax Payers Of The Five Counties Of The First Judicial District
Your newly elected representative, Mr.
Ralph Graves' campaign platform was NO
MORE TAXATION,to exempt food and cloth,a
ing from all sales tax and repeal the two cents
sales tax that was passed in 1968.
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CHECK the following and see if they affect you or your family!

BLUE CROSS'and BLUE SHIELD

will be by your State Senator or your State
Representative who SPONSOR the bill and get
it passed through the Legislature.
If this bill should pass in 1970 session, we
will have to classify it as another Lawyer's
Bill, creating jobs at the taxpapers expense.
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Meetin Rescheduled
FULTON. Ky..
- The
Palestine Homemakers meeting
. has been changed from Friday,
Dl to Friday, Jan. 23.
The club will meet in the
home of Mrs. Charles Powell
on West State Line at 10:30 a.m.,
Jan. 23.
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Truck Gun Racks
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Insulated Rubber

Roofs _ $4.99 &
railroad Salvage
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USED CARS
(Most of them 1-owner)
66 PONTIAC Station Wagon,
9-passenger.
6$ BUICK Electra 22$
SI BUICK Electra custom
67 CHEVELLE 4-door
66 MERCURY cyclone convertible
6$ CHEVROLET 4-door
43 CADILLAC 4-door
63 CHEVROLET 4-door

Job Training
Grants Told
WASHINGTON
- The
Departments of Health, Education and Welfare and Labor
have awarded grants totaling
more than $275,000 for job-training projects in the Kentucky
cities of.Bowling Green, Prestonsburg and Danville.
The money is designated for
vocational training of 98 persons
In occupations needed locally,
including clerk - stenographers
electronic repairmen and high
way engineering aides.
At Campbellsville, Ky., Mayor
Robert L Miller announced,
Tuesday the Department of
Housing and Urban Development has grated $1100,000 to the
city to help finance a new water
system.
Miller said the grant requires
the city to match the federal
funds. He said contraction
should begin "within the next
SO days," on the $1 million
Project.
Great Britain will change
from the pounds-shilling and
pence system of currency to a
demical system in- February,
1971.
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Police Car
Purchase Is
Authorized

Carroll Says Ile
Will Not Oppose
Rep. Stubblefield
FRANKFORT, Ky.,
House Speaker Julian Carroll of
Paducah has said that "under no
circumstances" will he run for
Congress against Frank Albert
Stubblefield of Murray, who is
serving his sixth term in the
House of Representatives in
Washington.
Carroll made the statement in
a television broadcast here,
while being interviewed by Sy
Ramsey of The Associated Press
and Dick Wilson of the Louisville
Courier-Journal.
He reviewed his statements
with other members of the press
this afternoon.
"I have no intention of running
against Frank Albert Stubblefield. I am more interested right
now in serving as representative
from McCracken gounty and
speaker of tile House than anything else," he said.
He said, however, that be
"might be conce,rned with other
political aspirations" after the
session ends In March.
"I am interested in and am
taking a close look at the United
States Senate in 1972," said Carroll.
Carroll announced for the US.
Senate in 1988. He withdraw
after 14 other candidates, including Miss Katherine Peden,
former Kentucky commerce
commissioner, announced for the
office.
Miss Peden won the primary
but was defeated by Judge Marlow Cook of Louisville in November.

Of interest to Homemakers

THURSDAY, JANUARY 22, 1970

SOUTH FULTON, Tam.,
15 - At the regular monthly
meeting of the South natal City
Commission, the members authorized soliciting of bids for a
new police car.
In other action the group authorized the purchase of a new
piece of recreation equipment at
list school and adopted three
ordinances

Carroll has been a member of
the House since nea. He served
as speaker in 1988. Carroll represents the third district, which is
about halt of McCracken County. The mayor was authorized to
He is a Paducah attorney and a execute escrow agreement with
native of west McCracken Coun- the Fulton Bank for the deposit
ty.
of Water and Sewer bond sale
Stubblefield will seek his 7th proceeds.
House term - although he has
made no formal announcement. Ordinances adopted Included
the 1969 Edition of Southern
The only other candidate
Standard Building Code, NIS
mentioned widely for the W70
Edition of National Electrical
congressional race is Paul DurCode and Gas Rate change.
bin, Fulton attorney and retired
Army officer who tackled Stubblefield soon after his discharge
from service two years ago.
Durbin also has made no formal announcement.

Drug Education
To Be Program
At Fulton PTA

Paul Durbin
Quits Post
FULTON, Ky.,
- Paul
Durbin, executive vice president
of the Chamber of Commerce
for the past seven months, has
tendered his resignation effective Feb. 1.

FULTON, Ky.,
-There
will be a meeting of, Went Fulton PTA on Thursday, Jan. 22,
at Carr gym. "Drtigs and Drug
Education" will be the subject
of a film, and a panel- discussion. The meeting Is open to the
public and it is hoped that every
'person in the twin cities interested in this subject will be
present. The meeting is „scheduled for 7:39 p.m.

The Twin Cities Chamber of
Commerce has asked that he
consider himself on leave of abDon Brock, field representasence for three months.
tive of the Kentucky Department of Mental Health, will be
Durbin, who also served as the
the principal speaker and will
1960 Banana Festival president,
Mow the film, after which the
left before the Christmas holiprogram will be open for discusdays for a visit with his family
sion and a question and answei
in Honolulu,
period.
All members are asked to be
Aietired colonel in the U. S.
Army, Durbin Is a practicing at- present and visitors are welCarroll also has been men- torney.
come
tioned frequently as a candidate
for governor next year-especially if Lt. Gov. Wendell Ford
dropped out of the picture.
"I have no Illusions whatsoever about this race," said Carroll.

Garrett's Bill Could Pave
Way For Convention Center
By BILL POWELL
The law now permits the would lead to a Paducah conSeas-Democrat Roving Editor motel levy of up to three per vention center.
FRANKFORT, Ky.,
cent and formation Of a corn, Also in today's Senate action,
State Sen. Tom Garrett today in- mission to executive the pro- Sen. Carroll Hubbard of Maytroduced a bill that could pave gram. But the law prohibits such field introduced a bill to raise
the way for building of a major a commission from borrowing the pay of grand and petit
convention center in Paducah. money beyond that excepted in jurors from five to $15 a day.
The bill would change a law receipts for one year.
The bill also would allow $5 expermitting motel taxes for prothis provision Garrett tra a day for petit jurors who
It
is
motion of recreation, convennight
hopes to change so that a com- are kept in custody at
tions and tourist activity to
mission could enter into a long- while considering a case.
neceslow for capital spending
"The pay of jurors is ridicurange financing agreement for
sary for construction of such a
lously low, and something must
capital expenditures.
center.
The bill would apply to cities lee done about it," said Hubbardof the second class and below.
Fulton Railroad
Garrett's bill originated in efforts by a Paducah citizens com- Agent Transferred
mittee to improve the communiFULTON, Ky.,
ty on a bmad front.
Richard T Bodker, captain of
The convention center pro- railroad special police here
FRANKFORT, Ky.,
posal is one of many by the com- since 1961, has been promoted to
The Kentucky Senate has mittee headed by Paducah inspector in the same departunanimously passed a resolu- Architect James (Bob) Gres- ment and transferred to Jacktion honoring the late State ham.
son,- Miss. He assumed his new
Senator Charles C. Waggoner
Garrett said he assumed the duties, Monday. His wife, Pat,
of Mayfield who served from committee plans to form the and three children will remain
1944 to 1951.
commission and seek levy of a here until after graduation at
Senator Waggoner died on motel tax as soon as a law would South Fulton in May.
Dec. 27, 1969.
allow.
J. T. Atkin of Paducah has
The Senate adjourned its
Gresham, in a letter to Gar- arrived in Fulton to till Bodker's
session in Waggoner's honor rett, said he thought the bill position here.
Monday by virtue of the resolution which was introduced
by Senator Carroll Hubbard
of Mayfield.

State Senate
Honors Laze
Sen. Waggoner

/RAY'S

.11MIBECTIE.

Slated For Memphis
MEMPHIS
- The 1971
congress of America's Ten Outstanding Young Men will be held
in Memphis.
Announcement of the site for
next year's congress was made
Friday In Santa Monica, Calif.,
where the 1970 congress is currently under way.
The event is sponsored by the
United States Jaycees and will
bring about 2,000 leaders In business, government and other pro.
feileions to the eity.

CALL

US

479-9082

"AAAAMIA

Cs lden Brown

FRIE

EN

C

OUR DELICIOUS 1172A
SUNDAY 5: PM.

TO

8:PM.

479-9082

VALUABLE ANTIQUES
•
PUBLIC SALE
SAT. JAN. 24, 1970 10:00 A.
405 Broad St.- Dresden,
Because of bad health 1-:"As
have i
sold my hom• to reside with

MIDDLE TENNESSEE DEALER GOES BROKE!
zzic!:herzer:sh.- OAKSHIRE PLACE BOUGHT ALL THEIR STOCK OF 1970
FRONTIER MOBILE HOMES AT TREMENDOUS SAVINGS,
BELOW FACTORY COST - SAVINGS—UP T11 $1500.00

I Solid Walnut Red (turned
postat 111
inopyt l(Terry
,
Walnut Cheat
corners), 2 Cherry 4 Drawer
fi,ests, 1 Solid Walnut night
6and-drawer, 1 Clough Box •
-Spiral Legs, 1 Walnut Dresser.
Mirror, 1 Solid Walnut S Drawer Chest, 1 Seth Thomas Clock
in grandfather case, 1 Cherry
Wash Stand Is beauty), 2 Walnut Ladder Back Chairs, 1
Telephone Stand, one chair,
1 Wicker Rocker, 1 Platform
Rocker, 1 - 9x12 Wool Rug,
1 - 2404 Wall Mirror (4 rose
design), 1 Ironing Board,
Floor Lamp, Table Lamps,
1 Pc. Livingroem Suite, 2
Aluminum Lawn Chairs, 1
Step Stool, Coffee Table, 1
Lot Antique Pktur• Frames,
1 Hex Top Table (maple),
1 - 4,000 KW Electric Heater,
1 Frigidaire Electric Rang*,
1 Frigidaire Refrigerator, 1
G. E. Vac Cleaner - Attachments, 1 SlIvertone Clock-radio
1 Lot Cookware, 1 Assortment
Dishes, 1-21" RCA TV a Antennas, 6 Place China -Tea Set,
1 Lot Stone Pitchers, 1 So Iron
Stone China, 1 Set China, old
Britain Castle pettern by Johnson Brothers, 1 Set China,
Royal Castle pattern by Johnson Bro., 1 Lot Cut Glass, Salt
Cellars, Preserve Stands, 1
Mustard Dish, hand painted by
Nippon, 1 Sot Dram Glasses
(tumblers) 1 Table Center
Place, 75 yrs. old, 4 Wall
Plates, 73K Century by Salem,
3 Stone Churns, 1 Dasher, 1
Lot Chain Plato by Norcrest,
1 Lot China Well Plates by
Johnson Brim, I Let Kw*
Lampe some Will MOWN with
reflectors, 1 Let China Novelty
Pieces, 1 So China Plates by
Stetson, 1 Let Cruits, Townes,
1 Lantern, MIneture Copper
Lamp, 1 Creamer, Sugar Shell
Meridian Patton
Richard
Rum,„„,
Many Items tee numerous to
mention. - FOB MORE INFORMATION CONTACT MRS. WILLIS
WIISTBROOKS,
364-3929 or 822-31133
Mrs. Lone (H. P.) Taylor,
Owner - Col. Rubert
Auctioneer--Phone 901-$22-7833
or 479-1455 Dukedom,
Tenn.
Lleensed-Bended In Ky., Tenn,
No. 6

COMPARE AND SAVE

— These Beautiful Homes Feature
— EYE
IL.7.VEL OVENS
—2- DO R REFRIGWTORS
— BU
- IN VACUS-YSTEMS
— HOUSE TYPE FURNITURE
— WALL TO WALL CARPET
— PLUS MANY OTHER EXTRAS

12-WIDE 2-BEDROOM

325000

PRICED FROMS

— INSTANT Bank Financing — Free Delivery

—Follow The Signs

OAKSHIRE PLACE
MOBILE HOME SALES

4

"ORE pr.
ANEW(

W

or7'604
ILE Noeitr

44 rioNA,
41141
ooy

Route 3, Union City, Tennessee
OFFICE And SALES LOT

z7

"The Ultimate In Mobile Home Living'
'

ARo

Open
On
Sunday

For Your Convenience

Open 7-DAYS A WEEK
9 A. M. TO \15 P. M.
Phone 885- 6851 Kor UNION CITY'S NEWEST
Z
1 °
0
4 es rr
LA
PLAH)

MOBILE HOME DISCOUNTERS
Mobile Homes For Rent
Lots For Rent
Mobile Homes
AIIUCH WADE-NATHAN WADE ENTERPRISE

—

Ac

Romain C. Brandt of Plymouth, Wis., recalls the story
of the little Protestant boy and
the Catholic girl who fell into
a creek and had to take their
clothes off to dry. "Well," said
the lad, "at least now I know
Despite the strenuous objections of Charles Miles ill, other
the difference •between Protes- members of the Union City Board of Education adopted a new plan
of
integration Tuesday night which will require all students of each
tants and CathOlics."
grade to &Used the same school.
The plan, introduced by board member Stockton Adkins, MAR 011e
—
of several being considered by tie board.
Some action w.. required reesday night to satisfy the U.S.
Health, Education and Welfare
Department (MEW) which ,had said today he will meet with ail
demanded that Union ^Ifs, Clime principals, supervisors
and
ap with a esti midi valid other members or the adminibring about total integratico. strative Matt, and with some
On hand to help explain teachers, in an effort to deter*at plans were acceptable 111111e the best alignment
of
was Bob Sharp, liaison man grades. He said be hoped to
between HEW and the State De- have recornmendatior,
a
to make
partment of Education.
SHFRWIN WILLIAMS
to the board at its next meetThe plan, as submitted by
ing on Jan. 26.
CHARLES MILES ill
Mr. Adkins, would require that
The demands et HEW, coupled
all first graders attend the
with the fact that the proposed
Same school, that all second
high school may not be ready
graders attend the one school within
even two years, have
Easiest terms in tow4 and so on.
made it necessary for the board
_tinder the new plan, for exto take action and to make comthe first three grades plete
iPaini. Artist Supplies ample,
use of the Miles school
next fall could attend Central facility
in order to provide adeElementary School, the fourth quate
classroom space for stuand fifth could go to East Side,
dents.
the sixth could be at Westover
In support of his motion, Mr.
the seventh and eighth
at Adkins said he felt his plan
4L.al
i
fot4t. and
Miles.
was best, despite the fact that
superintendent T.F. Wallace many parents would have children in one, two or even more
schools. (Mr. Adkins has three
children himself).
He said he believed his plan
is best because it makes the
best use of buildings, teachers and teaching facilities.
"I think the plan will provide
the best use of books
and
libraries. For instance, now we
must have three first grade
TOMMY THOMPSON
libraries while under the new
plan only one will be required. bring about a satisfactory ratio
We will be able to make the for HEW acceptance.
best use of teachers and I
Superintendent T.F. Wallace
believe
ungraded
and team
teaching
will be simplified. said he could live with either
Furthermore, I do not believe of the plans but his choice was
transportation will be
much the one supported by Mr. Miles
more of a problem than it is
"It would be better if this comnow," MI% Adkins said.
munity were allowed to operate
the
Mr.
objecting
plan
to
In
own schools, which it has
its
Tont..
.00 .mpoffo,,t to
Mlles said, "I am unalter- done successfully in the patit,
. moss ...eh, bocetaso th•y'rE the
BOTH $
lamas,
•opons• of your
ably opposed to this foolish but of course we are now told
FEDERAL
TO,, ton holp
and unworkable plan. I don't what to do from another source
Phi. them by *being NA R
AND
think either the white or the WEW)," Mr. Wallace said.
flock.
Awake stow you
colored people will like it
STATE
Board Member Dr. J. Kelley
reeeire
logo! &Aeon.
and I feel it will require bus- Avery said he felt the Adkins
Ilsets
eualeot•• your
ing of students. Some black plan would do much to eliminate
return for occurecy. Why Rome
round? lot Olor‘ Ii9hf your
students will have to walk from the "academic gap" which now
fire!
up
their homes all the way to West- exists. He said he believed the
over or East Side which I advantages offered by group
GUARANTEE
We guarantee accurate preparation of every tart return.
believe is too far."
teaching, which emphasizes the
If we make a y errors that cost you any penalty or
He also objected to the fact use of teachers in their strongInterest, we will pay the penalty or Interest.
that the new plan will do away est areas, will be of much
benwith the neighborhood schools. efit.
Mr. Miles had favored another
"No longer will we have a
plan which would have sent the group of students with a weak
FTC°.
seventh and eighth grades, in teacher all day long," he said.
America's Largest Tax Se
with Over 4000 Offices
their entirety, to Miles
and
About 20 citizens attended
left the other schools in the the meeting, which had to be mov113 Washington' Avenue ' Fulton, Ky.
system under the freedom
of ed from the school board buildOpen 9 AM to 6 PM Weekdays
choice plan.
Mg to the Central Elementary
9 AM to 5 PM aturd'ay,
Under this plan, if the free- Sehool library.
dom of choice did not provide
One parent, Barney Hoofer,
Phone 492-3577
a sufficient mixing of the races, spoke out In opposition
of
Ammeme1R0 APR:MAIM NECESSARY
students could be assigned to Mr. Adkins plan, while Dr

Fulton. 1{..

School Integration Plan
Approved By School Board
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Plumbing Service
479-2430

Suits, Boots
NEW ARVIN
RADIOS, TV
STEREOS

DR. J. KELLEY AVERY

STOCKTON ADKINS

ARPET

4

Serwin - WiIliams

T.F. WALLACE

VALUES GALORE
SALE

Herculoili Carpet

Sq. Yd.$ 7.50 $ 3.48

Acrilan Carpet

- Sq.-Yd.$ 8.95 $ 5.50
$119.95 $59.95
$79.50 $48.88
$69.95 $39.95

COMPLETE WITH MATTRES

P. 1

Older remodeled home in East Fulton, 6 rooms, 2 baths,
Ideal for growing family. Can also be used for two families.
$8250.00. Has a 6,
7; loan that can be assumed after paying

i

Fresh Caught Fish
Hush Puppies, Slier.
Tarter Sauce
French Fries

GI

(gas). Fenced in field, Orchard PRICED TO SELL AT
$10,500.00 will consider trade.

—Val.
— Lay-A

SMALL BUILDING LOT IN HIGHLANDS, near new school,
ideal to build an Inexpensive home. Water Sewer Connections already in. Lot 50 by 150 $1250.00.

5 to 12 p.m.
All you can eat $1.25
Children 75c

ERBY

Al

owners equity.
IN WATER VALLEY, large older home, on extra large lot,
enough room for a small house or house trailer. Owner will
help in financing.
NORTH OF WATER VALLEY, located on three sores, geed
three bedroom home, completely modern, Central Heating

1 $7.0(
1

12 ACRES, 4 miles South West Fulton, good gravel reed.
Buy now and build in future. Nice level land with plenty of
frontage on gravel road.7 miles to Unibn City $4500.00.

I Need Youi. Property to Sell
RESTAURANT
Fulton, Ky.

GIRL

Wintei

Call

WICK SMITH,Broker Fulton 472-1292

MAGGIE LEE & THE PERCUSSIONS
VERY THURSDAY MITE

Will sell or trade Brick Duplex, Ideal Rental Income

-- OA TOE

II III

SPECIALS 1 WEEK 0111.
CABIN LAI
JAN
CASH & CARRY
SAVE AS MUCH AS $1.00 PER 4 x 8-FOOT PANEL
• , N.

N.

•

•

$293

41xctsFat:Fstrist

3- Coat Finish
4 x 8Foot
Reg.$3.95 Sheet

SPICE LAUAN
RUSTIC BIRCH

• • • • • ,,,, ,, •

SL

• ,,,,, • • • •

• •

•

•

•

4 x 8Foot
First Line
Reg. $6.50 Sheet

..

'DR]

& SPRINGS

3/3 Bed

$76.50 $58.88

Odd Vynal Sofa

$99.95 $65.00

OAK

Odd Double Dresser

$128.50 $97.00

PECAN-411111 FINISn

Maple Bunk Beds

$129.95 $99.95

MANY SIZES

ELM VINYL FINISH
CEILING TILE

112 PRICE

WADE -#1,

•

• ,,,,,,,,,,,,
,,,

me

FULTON,ICY.

flSUUu

•

•

• • • • •

•

,,,,,

SPOi
REG. 52I

ool
OW

•

WHITE
12 x 24 -Inch

• • ,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,

Trim, Mouldings and Stain
To Match
•

41k

MEN'

SPECIAL

:
Px
E8CF
:
I

• ,,,,,,,,, • •

Carpet Remnants

St

• ,,,,,• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • ,,,,,,,, • • ,,,,,
•

• ,,,,, • •

COMPLETE

112/AKE

seMilethiMI

Owner

. FOR SALE

was Mrs. Bill Hairston.
Voting for the Adkins plan
w ere Mr. Adkins, Tommy
Thompson, Pat Mitchell and
Jr. Avery while Mr. Miles was
In opposition.

%%%%%% • • • •

4/6 Mattress

Cornell Wilson.

Oft

JANUARY

4/6 Mattress

Gun shop, Sport Center

PAT MITCHELL

Bob Young praised the board
for its action.
Also speaking briefly in
explanation of the team teaching methods being used at
Central Elementary
School

.-.114' • •

Ring Size Mattress

BROADWAY

KEEP THE SPACE: Leave
plenty of room between cars
when you drive, says the Allstate Motor Club ... INTERVA L is the best way to avoid
tailgate crashes!

.1111

REGULAR

Bs MON

M EXICO
city offers a
duction to tt
----to Mexico, a
--varied count
Itr.-did on the
Miscione of I
and come her
two or three
--and-true tray
7.-,•No. I, sucl
Acap
jerk. Get the
'exciting land
do, you'll rel
again to see
know, for th
done!
Don't won
-really, if the
• makes you I
Land of the f
You can get
;of course,frah
drinking and
you can at he
— —do, I'll bet.
'. You won't
ou eat and
• Only, drink t
or beer. Ma
'the bottle you
sealed cap. A

G COATS

Perfect

INCOME TAX

To 11

FRANKFORT, Ky.
"I think my integrity has
Gov. Louie B. Nunn said Fri- been impugned," said Stevens,
day he could find nothing sus- "and my newspaper is being
picious about the circumstances used for a scapegoat."
under which the state chief naturalist had resigned, except in
',—
news accounts.
The governor invited the former employe, James Butler of
Frankfort, to the press confernice he called to discuss the
rubject.
"This is what happens when
you call up people and tell them
Butler's been forced out-of his
job and blow up their comments
to make it appear there is a
rift between Nunn and conservationists."
Discount Prices
But David Ross Stevens, the
We buy-sell-trade and
Louisville Courier - Jou,nal reporter who wrote the first story
Repair
alleging Butler had been forced
Put, told the governor he was
ALL KINDS OF
standing by his account of what
happened.
GUNS

TIDWELL'S

Don't
FIDDLE
AROUND
figuring
your own

•Advi

Nunn Disputes Story
About Resignation

• •

•

•

MD
$2.50 IN

111

(Sq. FL)
• •

•

• •

•

•

S.

10% DISCOUNT ON
LINOLEUM IN STOCK

• ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, •

•

•

.BUILDER'S'SUPPLY,INC.
501 WALNUT STREET

472-1434

Story
ion
my Integrity has
said Stevens,
spaper is being

G COATS
s, Roofs
ARTIN
10S, TV
REOS
nt Prices

INDS OF
UNS

DWAY
, Sport Center

To Vibrant Mexico
Di MON IL 111181111181111M

MEXICO CITY: This capital
f. city offers a wonderful introduction to the first-time visitor
-----to Mexico, a colorful, infinitely
:' -'1,aried country. Yes, do as we
& MINOR, TOO
2s did on the advice of Paul
jBy WWI IL 110410411teM
41iscione of Mexicana Airlines,
and come here first. And include
two or three of the other tried- in them, for freezing doesn't kill
,..---And-true travel centers on Trip bugs. And be wary of water in
I, such as Cuernavatti, swimming pools.
t•.Taxccr, Acapulco and GuadalaWe're careful of raw vegePia. Get the feel of a vibrant, tables, unless we know they have
.
:.exciting land . . and once you been washed n chlorinated
do, you'll resolve to come back water. We don't eat fresh fruit
again to see more of it. We unless we peel it ourselves, and
know, for that is what we have we stay clear of cheeses, ice
done
cream and other dairy products.
Don't worry about diarrhea, You can do that easily, for
.,-:;•-..;•-really, if the thought of illness there is a great variety of good
• -makes you hesitate about the things to order that won't upset
Land of the Feathered Serpeant. your digestive process.
You can get an intestinal upset.
•••
:of course• from overeating,over.
'
THE FUNNY PAPERS
drinking and overexertion. But
you can at home, too, and often Headline: Top Army bras disdosed in service club scandals.
—do. I'll bet.
• You won't have to worry if - Afro-American, Washington,
you eat and drink with care. D. C.
He asked me to go on a
• Only drink bottled water, pop
or beer. Make sure you open swimming party, and I had to
'the bottle yourself from a tightly. cancel at the lust minute.- Fort
sealed cap. Avoid drinks with ice Worth Star-Telegnun.

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED

FRESH WHOLE

FRYERS

11 Wilson.
nor

Fryers
rooms, 2 baths.
for two familios.
ed affor Paying
extra largo lot,
her. Owner will
reis acres, good
tral Hooting
TO SELL AT
ar now school,
Sower Comic-

• gravel road.
with plenty of
;4500.00.
Call

472-1292
tel Income

1

Fresh 18 Piece

Ann INVENTORY
DOOR BUSTERS

i

I

WINTER COATS

i

— Lay-A-Way For Next Year

Family Pak

Tub-0- Chicken

3 Lb. Pkg. Or More "All Beef"

BEEF

RIB STEAK

GIRLS WARM

.

BONE IN

T

Lb. 39t

— Val. To $26.00

Hamburger
3 Lb. Pkg. Or More
Gressel Beef
14 Loin Sliced
Chops.
PorkBreakfast
Sliced
Bacon
•

I $7.00

$12.00

to

Vienna Sausage

V

1

WITH $5.00 OR MORE ADDITIONAL
PURCHASE LIMIT 4 PLEASE
LB.
NO LIMIT NO PURCHASE

GIRLS SIZE 2 to 6x

Potted Meat

i Winter Jackets $3.

31

Niin.111111118.181
Super Right 12 Or. Pkg.

Frasks....
Lb. 594 Skieless
Oscar Mayer
I-Lb. Pkg.894
Lb 69
Wellers. Up
4 Lbs. &
/
Fresh 31
Cbicketv..394
".89C Roasting
Fresh Sliced
Lb'584
Lb.
754 Beef Liver

Fffltig<IES

(Chicken

or Fish)

4 4-c°L$1 Cat Food
•
:;
0
c41
3

10

15-oz
cans

A&P

1 White Potatoes

Sultana

h

PARK
"

' .
AVENUE

LADIES NYLONS

Imt!
MP

— Nice Shades

Tina Flakes
A&P Light

Chunk Tuna
PRICES GOOD THRU JAN. 24

— Limit 4 Pr. To Customer

25c pr.

•

LADIES

PANTY HOSE
STOCK UP NOW
Jumbo
SPUTA
Navel

88c pr.

-SAVE 17t-

Ii

— LADIES

SLIM

°rouges

CORDUROY —

5pit

I

— LADIES AND GIRLS —

I

DRESS BOOTS - - $3.77

DEL-MONTE PEARS 160g.
SLICED PINEAPPLE 200g.
CLING PEACHES 290z.

Values To $7.77

DEL-MONTE CATSUP 140z.
FRUIT COCKTAIL 17 0gSTEWED TOMATOES 16 Oz.

_

..I. WOOL
.
S AI
'
. MEN

SPORT COATS
only

$19.95
Kleenex 60 Ct. Pkg.

Marvel

2

Reg. Parkay

394 Boutique Napkias....194 Merged'.
Diet Parkay
Hungry lack
2 t/4-oz 104 Northern 4 Roll Pkg,
Bathroom Tissue...394 Illargarioo
Instant Potatoes.Pkg,

PMI'S SUITS

Fig Bars

In
$2.50 Down Will Hold

1 kb1{.
1;

- A - WAY
Paramount

Sweet Gerkins

22 O
Bit.

49t

lane Parker 24 Or. Leis.

Coffee Creamer

Priam

20 0...

3/89C
1"694 Sandwich loud

$25.00

UMW

BOY'S

PUFFS FACIAL TISSUE

i

2
2:
C . 49t
.
310
.
.:

SHIRTS
MANY

UN - ADVERTISED
SPECIALS
1

1

4,09°-°
51100

DEL-MONTE CREAM STYLE OR
WHOLE KERNEL GOLDEN CORN,170g.
OR CUT GREEN BEANS 150z.

REG. $26.00

1

10$

"r49$

JIMS - - - $367

REG. $5-50

FLAY

113 Size

Lb

200 CT.
BOXES

-

now

Onions

00
.
1
$

Throughout The
Stripes. Perma prom moos 8 to 18

STORE
Use our Lay-A-Way

With This Coupon
Good Only Al A&P Food Storm
Coupon Expires Sat., len. 24
Iteetilar Price Without Coupon
Limit 1 Coupon Per Customer

11

JANE PARKER
'AP

Coupon Worth 104 On
Purchase Of Maxwell House
Coffee 2 Lb. Can

Good Only At Ai& Food Stores
Coupon Good Thru Sat. Jan. 24
Regular Price Without Coupon
Limit I Coupon Per Customer

CHERRY PIE

'or

Four Seniors Are Recipients
Of D.A.R. Good Citizen Award
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Four senior girls in the area and tire. Robert Seifert of union calved awards in American His..
have received the DAR Good City, Is treasurer of the senior tOry, biology, Algebra I, Home
Citizen Award presented annual- class, a member of the Beta Economics /1 and ill, and English
ly by Reelfoot Chapter, Daugh- Club, and accompanist for the 11. She serves as church secreters of the American Revolution, high school choral group, the tary and organist.
It was announced today by Mrs. Golden Tones. She has attended
Miss Roddy plans to attend
Dan C. Gary.
the Award. Banquet since her Southern Missionary College,
Miss Jill Seifert was the recip- freshman year, representing the near Chattanooga, after graduaient of the honor at union city classes of Home Economics, tion.
High School; Mies Fairra RocPT'
„Oinglish and French 11.She served
Miss Warren, an honor student
was named at Obion County cen- US president of the junior class at South Fulton High, Is the
tral High; Miss Susan Carol War- and secretary al the sophomore
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
ren, at South Fulton High; and class.
'H. Warren of Route 2, south
11lise Laura Janet Thompson, at
Rise Seifert is a member of Fulton. She was chosen as an
KentOn.
the First United Methodist "Outstanding Teenager of AmerThree candidates, havingqual- Church where she serves as ica" for 1969 and 1970, was a
(Deletions of dependability, serv- pianist for the Youth Chorale delegate to Volunteer Girls'State
ice, leadership, and patriotism, Choir and Is a member of the and the National Convention of
were chosen by members of the, Senior Girl Scout Troop 92.
the Future Homemakers of
senior classes at each school w After graduation she plans to AnierIca and 4-H Club and is
and from these the faculty mem- major In music at Baylor Uni- president of the Obion Sub- region
versity.
FHA.
bers made their selettions.
Miss Roddy, daughter of Mr. She attends the First Church
Mrs. Gary,Good Citizen Award
chairman said the girls now have and Mrs. Eugene Roddy of Route of the Nazarene In Fulton, where
been snared into Skate competi- 2, Obloo, is a member of the Beta she is assistant Pianist, President
tion. Winners in this category Club, the National Honor Society of her Sunday School Class, and
wilftbe announced the first 01 and History Club at Oblon Coun- past program chairman of the
March and these will be sub- ty Central. She was the recipient Nazarene Young People's socimitted to the National commit- of the service award for the ety.
Glee Club which she serves as
tee.
Mies Seifert, daughter of Mr. vice president. She also has reAfter graduation Miss Warren plans to attend the university Of Tennessee at Martin and major in education in the
field of home economics.
Miss Thompson, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Thompson
of Route 3, Kenton, serves as
president of the Kenton High Senior class and president of the
Beta Club. She is the recipient
of the Merit Scholarship Certificate of Merit and the N.E.D.T.
Certificate of Merit. She placed
in the top ten in the UTM math
contest and received the superior
plus ratings for three years in
the National Piano kaditions.She
holds the titles of Miss Kenton
and Miss Kenton High School,
was selected "Moat Ambitious"
and "Most Studious" In the high
school Who's Who and has earned
her State Homemakers degree.
of
She has served as co-captain
the varsity cheerleaders, presichapter,
FHA
Kenton
the
of
dent
and vice president of the subRegion FHA.
Miss Thompson is a member
of the Mason Hall Methodist
Church. She plans to attend Lambeth College and major in accounting.

;
BANK
ON
FULT
IS NOW PAYING
%

:
SUSAN WARREN

JILL SEIFERT

CERTIFICATES 1
OF DEPOSIT I t

OPEN SEVEN DAYS
A-WEEK 7 to 11

CIGARETTES BEER
$247

Fulton's-Only Convenience
Store With
RED CARPET SERVICE

G t

HARVEY and MARY JEFFREY
'46.51 BY-PASS

PHONE 472-1821

1

ON JANET THOMPSON

F A IRRA RODDY

Father Wolf
Bletchley Bans
r
Co-Pasto
Named
Married Queen
At St. Jerome
BLETCHLEY, England

FANCY FARM, Ky.,
Father Herbert Wolf, formerly
of St. Francis de Sales of Paducah, has been named co-pastor
of Fancy Farm's St. Jerome
Catholic Church. The announcement was made by Father
Charles DeNardi of St. Jerome.
Father Wolf replaces Father
Dave Lindemann as co-pastor at
Fancy Farm. Father Lindemann
Don Frankel says he gave up has been transferred to St. Mary
on the Chicago Bears when he High School in Paducah where
found that Coach Jim Dooley's he will replace the late Rev
bench phone was connected to Louis C. White
Dial-a-Prayer.

—One thing Bletchley's carnival
queen won't be this year Is married.
Married women have won the
title two years in a row and
town fathers say it isn't fair to
single teen-agers.
"Single girls haven't been
able to compete against the selfconfidence of a married woman," said Cecil Bowden, a carnival official, explaining why the
contest is being restricted to unmarried entrants.

-4600

($500 minimum)
for 3 mos. - 6 mos. - 12 most
I

FULTON BANK

I

The Big Friendly Bank
Collins Street

i

Fulton, Kentucky

W111014011

master charge
THI 111,11101,, IflNU

..sow. -was.

=

ssiel

141

10

. FREE

and Just in time for winter saving

• OVER A
MILLION

100

FREE

100

. FREE

100 •
:

_.1
.. FREE

100

BI

1

FREE1

FREE QUALITY STAMPS
HAVE BEEN MAILED OUTEIN THIS AREA!
YOUR GASOLIN

, 206 W. STATE LINE
PHONE 472-3961
milk

S HERE
'REDEEM
COUPON
AND TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SPECIAL OFFER

y

—100 QUALITY STAMPS1-11-E-E —
WITH THIS COUPON AND OIL CHANGE
'WITH HAVOLINE OR TE,XACO MOTOR OIL
V

—
•

—100 QUALITY STAMPS F-R-E-E —

--.100 QUALITY STAMPS F-R-E-E —

WITH THIS COUPON AND REPLACEMENT
OF OIL FILTER—WITH TEXACO FILTER.

WITH THIS COVPON AND FILL UP OF 10
GALLONS OR MORE OF SKYCHIEF OR
FIRECHIEF GASOLINE.

NAME

NAME
'ADDRESS
Expires January 31. 1970

FULTON
1

_

r.1
11

NAME

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

CRE
szTIE
TEXACO
Expires Janizary 3L 1970
-1Ir

-VC

Expires January SL 1974
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Campus Lights' Is In Rehearsal

1

IIIURRAY,

.

Ky. - Murray
tale
s University's annual "Cams Lights" musical production
clieduled this year Feb. 12-14
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It is patterned after a Broadway out the country, are used for
sophomore, in the lead roles.
music fraternities, the shows Jurray Men, as well as individmustcal,
scholarships for incoming freshthis
year's
comedy,
musical
A
The
assistant
cast
members.
each
ual
8:15
p.m.
on
In the university auditorium-is State music department, "Cam will begin at
Proceeds from "C a m p u s men music majors at Murray
director is Tom Jones, a senior version is centered around the
in rehearsal,
pus Lights 10" marks the 33rd s"'Directed by Doug Horn, a from Cincinnati.
problems encountered by an oft- Lights," reputed to be one of State. Scholarships amounting to
students
Written, performed and di- year for the traditional show
About 150 people are involved Broadway theatre company in the best shows of its type in col- $2,300 were awarded to
music major from Elizaol,
Lunicir'
rected by students in the Murray Produced by local chapters
_ last year.
thtovm, the show includes a In the production, which features- trying_ to put together a show.-leges and universities through-from proceeds

This Ad Starts Wednesday.
JANUARY 21

-LIBERTY COUPON -

and aoes Ilan

,
S

PILLSBURY

TUESDAY JANUARY 27
- - -' - STORE-HOAS
Mon. thru Wed 8-7 Thur thru Sat ff-9
SUNDAY;_8-7

C

Flour 51]i• bag 49c

-- _ -

LIB

WITH THIS COUPON
Void After Jan. 27, 1970

aVe Reserve The Right To Limit)

„:,..., 3
CR $C049c_
0 Lc
3
CATSUP
WE REDEEM USDA FOOD STAMPS

c
ir n
LW.

U..\
S - CHOICE ROUND

12 Cans

$1.00

CHARM LIQUID

32-oz. Bottle ___

DETERGENT

Bottle

HUNT'S

39c

20-oz. Bottles $1

LARA LYNN SALTINE

INSTANT

coFFEE
_

SUGAR CURED SMOKED

Lb.25c

CRACKERS

$149
10-oz. Jar

LYKES

CHEER

Detergent

7-oz. PKGS.]0'0

ARMOUR'S

HORMEL

CHILI

12-oz. Can
65c
E
IENNA 4 - 5
S
A RA
MTI
OU
S
RA
"SGY
-oz. Cans __ $1.09

TREAT

With

151/2-oz.

Beans

cans $11

A

FRESH SLICED

Lb,39C

BEEF LIVERS
OLD FASHIONED

.-LARGE

BOLOGNA -__ _ whole or hall Lb 39c

2A

LB.
FRESH

PORK BRAINS

Lb.39C

Sliced Lb. 49c
by the piece
NECK
FRESH
LB.BONES

59c 1OW

24-oz. Can __

BEEF STEW

9,

LB. PKG.

With Coupon

U. S.,INSPECTED
WHOLE

TOMATO

FOLGER'S

CON
steak LB. 89c
FRYERS
is
9/1;
'.HA
BACON LB-690
_

MISS LIBERTY

Sliced

TWIN PET

DOG FOOD

419oli, Ste'te/ V-

0

I

0

(with coupon)

rIkscp

C

South Fulton
Tennessee
.), . . . 4....

r n
tSbim.
.M5
3PStuoogar
4L

CHICKASAW SLICED

Lb.29c
k

T O 59
L

OTIO
49
0
Lb.

FRESH SLICED

‘ Lb.69c

PORK STEAK
FRESH

Lb 79c

PORK CUTLETS -

uTToN

CHICKEN PARTS

BREAST

TUNA
:SALMON
39t
4
.„ . 390
690,
1itpoutoiN
LB. 75t
MILK.TURNER'S
4*CE
,
picKLEt
FRANKS 490
Ts
:B scu 4
LB• 55t
290110 i STit
BREAKFAST
7 0
si.00
PICKLES_
DETE
RGENT
4
73c
FRuler
COCKTAIL
. E
THIGHS

Lb.'55
Lb. 55

WINGS
BACKS & NECKS

-

DEL MONTE

CHUNK

AUK CHUM

'1

61
/
2-oz. Can

Lb. 29c

Fresh

TALL CAN

Hind
at.

Lb. 10c

Fresh

Liver _ __ Lb.89c'z.i

6.

.

LB.

. '

.6.

.1

41M.44441lMP4*4IMIMM'MMM."411II.4".I.4,411.0404IM144.11M44*NMM.44*4

Fore
Cit.

4,-

LB.

IIIIMMiNilli 144•4=44

POMP014111114}.04=111.0
,

E
cIu
slD
Ts
S&
I4iC
xEENDTER

HALF GAL.

-

. BOND'S HAMBURGER DILL

LADY BETTY

E„

0

Jar

•

A litaft
U.1N
4- 16-oz. Cans "

59c
MEAT PIES _ __ _ 5 8-oz. Pkgs. $1.00I
MORTON'S

'CHUCK

u SC.
U.

C:ns

MARTHA WHITE

'
"WE PICK° SWEET

10

Lb. Bag

_

Jar

Pkg.

)8z.

PILLSBURY

$1.21)

CHOICE 'First Cut

SCHOOL DAY - NO.4

CARNATION INSTANT 10-Pkg.

KRAFT

5 Li

OLEO

2 - 303 Can 29c

PEAS

YELLOW SOLID

-

BREADED

FISH STICKS

12-oz..

CALIFORNIA

NACKERAL

BALLARDS

-

NORSEA

HOLIDAY SKINLESS

01. Jar _ _ _ _ 43C

PRUNE JUICE

Slices

0

,

Iluart Jar55c

NAYONAISE •

.

$1

HUNT'S

GIANT PKG.

300 Cans

Family r
:.
1).14
ale'
,
61
/
1
111-1 Favorites '4
;
: 0.110 g'-'
, Mill
0
. :r
4kt at.r!
•

-4111 I N,
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,......0.---N
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,
4,

2-LB
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,.

GUM SIZE
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ji
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3-LB.
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BOX
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"

CREAM PIES
PET RITZ

BOTTLES

117 "
°Z-

..e;

-

45c

French Fries

STRAWBERRIES

FROSTY ACRES 12-en. Can

4

FOR 'P

20-oz.

--

•
•

„_.. .

44 Bit BIZ

39c

Orange Juice can 39c

GRAPES LB. 1O
NGES

FLORIDA
11 e 111
FOR $

,

DOZ.

'

'

•

•
GIANT Save• - LIBERTY COUPON- • - LIBERTY COUPON- •
lb. 49c:
IZ
31b. 494 BACON
wc•CRISCO

•
•All

.

$5.00 pur. :
ced
an
lid
Liberty S
i
Vegetable Shortening
With
$5.00
purand
With Coupon
•
4N
0 rUHP0
w chase. Excluding Diary and Tochase. Excluding Dairy and To-•
WHIT ONE COUPON PEI l NI i.
bacco products.
"
•bacco products.
0
•
•
• ,
THIS OFFER GOOD THRU,.,I4D. Mil
•• GOOD ONLY AT_ ------Er---• Void After January 27th 1970 • Void After lumarv 27th 1970

•

0

PINT

STILLWELL FROZEN
1/2
10-oz. Pkgs.
14 -oz. PIES 1
t1 FRWAIFORNA

3
FRUIT PIES 3

WAFFLES
FRENCH'TOAST
_ BLUE BERRY MUFFINS
PET RITZ

2-Lb. Bag

FROZEN

PET RITZ

•

•

2.......,...t
.
.
..,..i.......,,..,..,.f.s.........aiuiraitivibithii.
,,...wif
c „........s••

4
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Treasure Chest BONANZA
(No Obligation, Nothing to Buy) Our
Treasure Chest is filled with 50 wonderful prizes. One may be yours! Come in,
pick out-.a key and try the lock ... if it
works the gift inside is yours. Come in
now ... Only 1.000 keys available and
they'll go fast!

BESTTIRE BUY

Mr. Holt and the entire staff, cordially invites you
and your family to our gala Grand Opening. Our
new ultra-modern shopping center offers you the
finest in tires, batteries, auto service & accessories
.appliances, TV's, stereos and home & sports ac- LAWRENCE HOLT
cessories.
MANAGER
Stop in today ...join in the fun ...check the values!

PAUL HOUSE
.7REDIT MGR.

IN IT'S PRICE RANGE

.0

4PLY NYLON CORD
"ALL-WEATHER"Fit TIRE

$

4 PLY
NYLON
CORD

ASK ABOUT OUR
EASY PAY PLAN

"Safety All-Weather Z"

45

1711-14 tubeless Madman
plus $2.41 Fed. Ex. Tax
e25
and old We 1011tireall
tubeless $3.25 more.

45

amok your oho—
Weinsweite or ItIookirolto

r."
44
4
'WO
.R
nrig

sea

ION

PLO

SLUM

Pen

PLO

U.

a.

1111O
reM sea
sea age

sLas

PLO

USE OUR
EASY PAY KAI

PLO

BLACKWALLS or WHITEWALLS

PICK YOUR SIZE...
CHECK THE LOW PRICE!

sea

FOR
COMPACTS
MI
Mal]
US.111

A

1103
1111•14
7.11.14
.111

FOR

rv inc.

3orso
""
sizs, sod 4 noU•ss se
foo ‘o,

PICK-UP,PANEL and CAMPER TRUCK OWNERS!

6.5013
tubeless plus
Fed. Ex.Tax ;1.79
and old tire.

FOR MIDDLE
SIZE CARS

ANY SIZE LISTED
SAME LOW PRICE

BLACKWALL

Th4
Corn
Stan
Bigi

'Tubeless or tube typo
'Same type road gripping tread doily's that
on new car "POWER CUSHION" bias ply tit..

ANY OF THESE SIZES $1595
7.75 x 14 7.75 x 15 8.25 x 14

. .

Trained
wheels,
Clean,
lugs. Al
and toe

USE OUR EASY PAY PLAN

Plus $2.20 to $2.36 Fed. Ex. Tax and old tire

SIZE

A giantstep In tire development

BURTTOT-At...PRICED
TO SELL FAST!
GOODAEAR

TM

LACE
RISE'

2a0
PIMM•

4 DIE
PEW

o 70K15
6.70 x15 Ttg 20.05
19.95 19.15
0X13
7.00 x13',tie': 18.95 18.15 11.45
7.00 x14 Teses- 21PDX161
.1.95 19%93 19.15

M.EILTU
MIME

$2.42
$2.34
$2.64

*Plus tax and recappable tire —tire for tire

$1

070-14 tubeless red or white stripe
plus $2.24 Fed. Ex. Tax and old tire

10
6.50 x 13
blackwalll
tubeless
plus 51.71
Fed Ex. Tax
and old tire

Other alms available tee
at Mightty higher prices.
670-14
R70-15
G70-15
670-14
170-13
H70-15
070-14
, OTHER WM LOW PRICED TOO

USE OUR EASY PAY PLAN...FREE MOUNTING!

•Tufsyn rubter for
durability, in the body...
long multiage in the quid
•More than 13,000 gripping
edges give traction
rain or shine
•Modern wrap-around tread
for stible steering contrni
In the turns

gas our EASY OW PLAN...FRIE MOUNTINIII

TOP QUALITY FEATURES...
LOW,LOW PRICE I
nu but key Is rho

TRIPLE RIB
R/S FRONT
TRACTOR
TIRE.

away price class!

$11951
4.111
0t316
We Fed.
•Se-Tag

•New Rugged Ries Shield •Doep wide center
protects lower sidewall
for easy stewing

"MARATHON"
Prins start at.

GOOD4
liEAR

Dual - Up NOW for Spring!
Check our Low Prices
on FARM REARS

TELEPHONE 472-1000

tempered apord

GOOD/PEAR
HIGH FLOTATION
FARM SERVICE TIRES
&5L-14,6PR
Extra-wide
farm wagon tires 9.51-14,6 PR

9.51-15,6PR

Buy Now and Use Our
Easy Pay Plan!

An% sire
lislud um'
lo%

'1795•

Plus $1.1111$ $1.17 Pit Skill

loseedise sa leo ale mew

Easy rolling stnualo rtb-typs
side slips
•Triple-tempered nylon and In
greats, strength & derebORIE
treed reduces

USE OUR EASY PAY PLAN!

100WEST STATE LINE
FULTON, KENTUCKY

rtb *Exclusive t&

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE

OIL
LUI
-Our car c
uir Cat
yot

.chg

Priel
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Polt THE FIRST 200 PEOPLE WED., THURSDAY, JAN. 21-22
FWEE COFFEE AND" DONUTS FOR GROWN-CPS
FREE SODAS FOR THE KIDS!

-- This Week OnIy
Compact Cars $9.95 — Reg. $12.69
Standard Cars $10.50— Reg.$13.95
Big Cars $12.50— Reg. $14.69

I treed design that *flee
SHION" blue ply th.11.
Y PAY PLAN

er:ces for U.S.
autos plus parts.
Add $2 for torsion
bars. Add $2
if disassembly
.and reassembly
of selfediusting
brakes is needed.

Trained experts will adjust brakes on all fonr
wheels, add brake fluid if needed and test.
Clean, inspect and repack front wheel bearings. Align front end, correct camber, caster
and toe-in. Rotate all four wheels.

any U.S. 6 cyl. auto.
Parts extra if needed.
8 cyi. U.S. auto $8.88.
Parts extra if needel.
Add 82 for air

conditioned cars.

We,inspect plugs; check and reset timing and points; adjust
carburetor anclophoke;clean fuel bowl,air filterand battery:
check ignition wires, condenser, distributor, cap, starter,
regulator, generator, fan belt, cylinder comp., and battery.

ON THE FARM SERVICE
ffere'r the traveling rtunk•lrhir'
beck I. *Quipped, stocked and.
seared So give the intact on-thrw‘
Lam serylcri you're ever had.

Eabler to clean snow, slush.
dirt or mud from your car.
Available in black, white,
blue and red.

R
GOOD
"ALL-WEATHER"
SPECIAL BATTERY
i.

how" to make
Our car care experts have the "knowDon't
wait...
your car run smoother and safer.
this
being your car in today and take advantage of
kw price offal

9.5

A low cost battery that offers the
nine high quality found in many more
expensive batteries.Dry charged and
packed with power.

Fre. Instelletlost—Easy Te--

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE

Fulton, K.
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Negro

Episcopa
06TON

SAP. John M.
.0ga es the fit
Arc Episcopal
Atatted States.

.01%eselnese
1

Treasure Chest BONANZA

FREE GIFTS

OO
DY
EA
R
SERVICE STORE

(No Obligation, Nothing to Buy) Our
Treasure Chest is filled with 50 wonderful prizes. One may be yours! Come in,
pick out a key and try the lock.., if it
works the gift inside is yours. Come in
now . .. Only 1,000 keys available and
they'll go fast!

INCOME TI
Pared:
Wilford
Phone

For The First 200 People
Wednesday - Thursday,Jan.21,22
FREE COFFEE & DONUTS For Grown-ups

100 West State Line
Fulton, Kentucky
LAWRENCE HOLT, Manager

1 or 2 ac
set beehivE
in Tennes:
PHONE
goiew4

FREE Sodas For The Kids
GE Personal TV

GE CONTEMPORARY
CONSOLE COLOR
TELEVISION

POSITION
lied bookkeer
general offic
years office
qualifications,
Box 307 or
News office.

g23
FRI.. Si
JAN.2

•Easily portable—just 103
lbs. of viewing pleasure
•Use In chIldren's playroom,
den. kitchen
•All-channel reception
0231

Whi420BR

GE
INSTA-COLOR
TV

GE
ADVENTURER
PORTABLE
TELEVISION
1
1

1

I

•172 square inch picture
area
•Up-front controls for easy
tuning
•Solid state UHF tuner
•Polystyrene cabinet has
brown finish

$
12
9

•Aut()theft fine tuner
control
•Picture and sound almost
Immediately
MB 1 GLW D
•Features UHF slide rule

tuning
•228 square inch viewing area •Pre-set automatic fine

•235 square inch viewing
area ... biggest in TV

tuning•Crystal-color filter•Convenient control center
•Picture control for crisp or soft picture contrast

GE
BIG SOUND
STEREO

•Solid State tor-instant play
•Jam-proof 4-speed changer
•Four speakers—Two 8'
and two 3*
•GE Man-MadeTM Diamond
Stylus

•Contemporary styling

$449"

$79S:

1111=

IN COLOR
A UNIVERSAL I
SP390E

•The Marquesa in
Mediterranean styling
•AM/FM/FM Stereo tuner

cum EE

•Big r 11000001
01080114 immurement)

GE Porta-Color Television
Set

GENFRAL
ELECTRIC
MOBIL MAID
DISHWASHER
•3 Wash cycles ••• daRY
loads, pots and pans, chill&
and crystal
•3 level Thorn-Wash...
Power Arm,Power
Thrower,Power Shower

•100 square inch
viewing area
•VHF "Pie-Set floe
tuning control
•1.11iF solid state tuner
•Up-front control
neaten

•Built-in soft food dIspoeser
•Automatic detergent
-;
dispenser

$249 $369

$2191

WM262C11111

(Roll-Around stand optional)

GE
i
VALUE PACKED
' AUTOMATIC WASHER

GE
ELECTRIC DRYER WITH
AUTOMATIC CONTROL

press items

• Large capacity
to handle family
size loads

•Big capacity

•Filter-flow
system traps lint
and fuzz

•Special
selection for
delicate items
like silk and
synthetics

•Soak cycle
prepares heavily
soiled clothes

•Zero degree
hold/
up to 147 lbs.
• Separate taw
perature
controls
for each
section

lint trap

• Twin
vegetable
!Asap's'
removable
egg bin

•Heavy setting
for hard to dry

WASSOU

tiothes

00

199

ammo=
Admission
Adults $143
Childreii%

woi
'1
ME!

14900

$309"

SE
IFF-19135,

GE
SIDE-BY-SIDE
NU CU.FE
REFRIGERATORFREEZat
•Freezer holds up to 2315
peen&
•Big lee stones bin
•7-day meat keepor
•Rolls out =wheels lie
easy cleaning

GE
CHEST:TYPE if
EXTRA QUIET
118 CU.Ft
FREEZER
•Sign.'light teas wheat
power to freezer is es

•Beautiful while
mud

•Dependable GE
compreense

Sponge
Mop

(Automatic ice available)

Pocket Radio
Full 7-Transla1or—
Ahl ladle

930

Comes complete with 0-Miln
battery and earphone. Bleak
lanyard carrying shop- Elea
one with silvet thee

HopolltEAR
100 WEST STATE LINE

$2391' •*

.
I
•IC
$100
$366
794
iINI
Martin 1
1:GetAsk aDan12
.
SERVICE STORES til...'
Portable

With
Wringer Plate

#•••

:
*

$499.

USE OUR EASY PAY PLAN
Absorbent cellulose sponge
in assorted colors. Easy to
use wringer plate with selfoperating spring. 5' handles.

Pal

•jet bombe
compartment
freezes ire
extra fain

—tumble, fluff
and cool—ideal
for permanent

PI

Doug
MeCtur4

GE 14.7 CU.Ft
NO-FROST
REFRIGERATOR

•Three wrinkle.
ridding actions
•Permanent-press
cycle

1•=1•=1

FULTON, KENTUCKY

Extension
Cord
For Indoor or
outdoor use

IleevY duty multi-purpose
cord ideal to have on hand
for hundreds of uses. 20 lest
long and UL approved.

TELEPHONE 472-1000

All Crystal
kerosene Lamp
Gres
a
Soft, warm giseg

Hand-blown obleney.ir
with brass imateellk
bolder. For
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Negro hest Heads
Episcopal Diocese
1::::SOBTON
- The Rt.
ee,. John M. Burgess today be.
441pes the first Negro to head
SS EPtacMal diocese in the
*gilled States.

Fulton Wreck
Kills Woman

A one-car accident on Rentucky Avenue in Fulton early
Friday morning has claimed the
life of Mrs. Sue Coleman Harris, 37, an employe of the Fulton Holiday inn.
for Mrs. Harris
Services
:1191rheasftess'imesslaseessagewo„ were conducted last Saturday
at 3:30 at Hornbook Funeral
HOMO with the Rev. Gerald
Stow, minister of the South
Fulton Baptist Church, officiating. Burial was In Greenlea
Cemetery.
who was en
Mrs. Harris,
_
805 walnut,
INCOME TAX returns pre route to her home,
was travellpg south on Kentucky
pared; 3
years experience Avenue, when she apparently
Wilford Btick, 307 3rd Street lost control of the 1965 ChevPhone 472. 547.
rolet, she was driving. The
car left the road, striking a
POSITION
ANTED: quali- culvert at the Kentucky Avefied bookkeeper, stenographer, nue-Reed Street intersection.
general office clerk. Eleven
Mrs. Harris had left the
years office experience; good Holiday Inn shortly after midqualifications, good references night, after working the late
Box 307 or contact Fulton shift. She was employed in the
News office.
lounge.
The accident victim, a 1949
Fulton High School graduate,
was
born in Hickman County,
aldeleaSe
Ky., Nov. ll, 1932, daughter of
1 or 2 acres of land to William and Wilma
French
who now live on Park
set beehives on. Must be Coleman,
Road, Fulton.
in Tennessee.
Survivors include her parents; a daughter, Sandra Ann
PHONE 479-1733
Harris of Fulton; three sisters,
Mrs. Joan Crittenden,
South Fulton, Mrs. Aurlel Hancock, Madison, Than., and Mrs.
Agnes Adking, Sooth Fulton.

=

teas",

FRI.,SAT.,SUN..
JAN.23-24-25

CLEW E1118TWOO1

"(-,00cian.s BLUf

BMOC

r4jl'

Parochial
Tuition
Raised

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
Catholic School Board members
OMRffz
r
i e here enflamed Wednesday they
MI COLON
would "reluctantly" have to
111 UNMORALPICTUIIS
hike tuition by 9150-per-year at
four more parochial high
schools in the city.
•••1•=1,
11•111
"We do this quite reluctantly,
but realistically," said the
Right Rev. Thanes J. McDonough, archbishop of the
Louisville archdiocese.
Parochial school officials estimated that as much as 30 per
cent of their high school students may be unable to return
to their schools next year.

PLUS

I MAID

DOrg
I ere

cycles...day
..te and pane,ebbs
stal
Thors-Wash...
-.Power
,Power Shower
soft food dispoesli.
..*:- • c detergent
-1;2;2

L

Admissions
Adults $1.29

csakk.iik

NOW SHOWING
Thru
SAT.

WORLD'S WEIRDEST MOVIE!

"TEENAGE PSYCHO
MEETS BLOODY MARY"
-MtiriLOODY COLOR!

SUNDAY - Thru TUESDAY
"Patty Duke gives one of the
most brilliantly thought out
performances seen in a
"'t long time!"-Rex Reed

Iv&itik...44..VILL
Patty Duke

Fulton County's Nails
Leads Region Scorers

Murder Case
Date Is Set

Murray High 90
Fulton City 69

„
USED
Burley Sales
End At Mayfield Furniture Bargains

FULTON, Ky.-Murray High
MAYFIELD, -Ky., ..•
Naugahyde Recliners (now)
breezed to a 90-69 victory over
Burley tobacco sales on the
$48.82 and $55-82
winless Fulton City, here FriMayfield market ended Friday, Philco refrigerator, was $50,
day.
Tommy Dew Indicted
with 40,738 pounds selling for -new
$04-50
Little is known about Fulton County's standout performer,
The Tigers took a 25-15 lead
924,490.48, and average of $60.07 Bedroom suite, Was $0.95
Robert Nails, but the rate at which he hits the nets should make at the end of the first quarter In McWherter Death
$42.95
now
a hundredweight.
everyone start to take notice.
The first deer... murder
and were never headed as MurTotal sales for the season on Dinette suite, was $33 95,
Nails, a 6-0 senior guard, strengthened his lead on the top ray marched to its seventh Win case against Tommy Dew,
now
01-95
the Mayfield market amounted
spot in First Region scoring by
In nine starts. The Pilots, 138, charged and indictee in the
pounds. Growers Westinghouse row, was $50,
collecting 100 points in the Pilots' Sams has netted 338 points in 19 are the only team in the First shotgun slaying of Dean Mc- to 1,389,722
$42.50
now
•
Viberter last year, has been received 2941,725.88 for their
last three games with Carlisle games this season.
Region without a win.
30, tobacco, an average of $67.54 Living room suite, was $39.95.
set for Monday, March
County, Calloway County and Heading up the second ten is
now$2
9.95
Albert Scott was top gun for In Obion County Circuit Court.
pounds,,
Charleston, Mo. The Fulton C01111- Tilghman's Terry Garrett, who Murray High with 22 points. • The trial date yes set Mon- a hundred
Hotpoint refrigerator, wat7rAio
has
244
points
the
now
in
to
ty star
jumped three positions
now
$39.50,
Fulton City's Campbell finished day when Judge P1111 HI17715 0
nine games for a 27.1 average. 11th spot. He has collected 727 with 15 markers, high for the convened the January term of
GOOD ADyIC-L Rmilem- 9 x 12 linoleum rags
$4-011
criminal court and called the ber that an impact at 30 MPH Come in and browse around;
Stan Hall, Tilghman's 6-6 star markers in 13 outings for an losers.
crigminal docket.
times thetoierris-one we have lots of bargains not
four
has
center, picked up 92 points in average of 17.5 points per game,
Murray High sank 36 of 81
Mr. McWhorter, who was 30,
four games to keep his point out- Reidland's Kent Burnett and attempts from the floor for 40 was allot the night of Oct, 3 In 15 MPH...and that one at advertised!
put at a constant 23.4 points per Calloway County's Charles Rush. per cent and cashed in 18 of the small parking lot In front of 60 MPH has four timesthe force
is an
game. He now has 234 points in log are ranked 13th and 14th re- 40 charity tosses, Fulton City the North Side Inn on Cheatham of one at 30 MPH. This
speed kills,
early nest explanation of why •
spectively. Burnett and Rushing
died
10 games this season.
Street.
He
hit on 24 of 57 floor shots and morning from a massive shotgun says the Allstate Motor Club in"
Mayfield's Joe Ford jumped were tied for 16th place in scor, Furniture Store
urgin& ydh to drise no faster
added 28 of 52 from the free wound in the side.
from a tie for fifth place on the Mg two weeks ago. Burnett _throw line.
Fulton
Phone 4724421
than comnion sense dichiteS.who
was
20
at
the
time
Dew,
scoring chart to claim the third missed action with the flu, keep;
was arrested
25 41 57 90 of the shooting,
Murry
spot with a 21.1 average. He has tug his average at 17.09 points , Fulton City
12 30 39 89 at the scene and a shotgun in his
collected 211 points In 10 outings per game, Rushing is one-hunMURRAY (90)-Scott 22. Hudspeth car was confiscated.
Weatherly' S. Alexander 14. licthis season to nose out Ronnie dredth of a point behind the 13.
Witnesses said the two men
Culidon 5. Lamb 8 Hale 12. (abbe 4.
FULTON CITY (101-Campbell IS. had been
in the cafe at the
Wiggins of Wingo. Wiggins re- Greyhound star with a 17.08
Hicks S. Hamm 11, Moore 10. Youtta
mottled in the fourth slot with average as he netted 205 points I. Borsenberaer 2, Galsgow IL Smith same table and that a can of beer
had been spilled. Dew then made
13. Fatelukiewles 12.
232 points in 11 games for a 21.09 in 12 games.
a phone call and left the cafe,
average.
Tied for 15th position in scor84
County
returning a short time later
Lyon
Darrell Cleaver of Calloway ing are Jeff Bean of Symsonia
the shotgun. Mr.
w ith
Fulton City 65
County dropped from third to and David Davis of Benton. Bean
Style 1014 Light Green Glove Leather
McWhorter, witnesses added,
EDDYV1LLE, Ky. - Lyon then began to leave the cafe but
fifth place with 252 in 12 out- Jumped five places from the 20th
Style 1015 Beige Glove Leather
record
season's
its
was persuaded or restrained by
ings for an average of 21.0 points spot as he has netted 238 points County upped
in 14 games. Davis dropped three to 7-7 here Tuesday night by other persons. But he went out
per game.
New Moccasin blucher in overAlan Cash of Fancy Farm and places as he has collected 170 sending the Fulton Bulldogs reel- a back door and then came
around the side of the small
Gary McGregor of South Mar- points in 10 games.
ing to their seventh straight loss cafe to the parking area where
all glove leather.
shall remain sixth and seventh Also out with an Illness was without a victory. The score was 'Dew was waiting.
respectively. Cash has picked up Fulton City's James Pawlukie- 84-86.
Mcwherter apparently
AAA
740
249 points in 12 games for a 20.8 Mee, who missed the Bulldogs'
The Lyons jumped into a 24-11 was not armed.
AA
6-11
At the request of defense
average while McGregor has game with Carlisle County. His lead at the first stop, and from
A
6.11
amassed 220 points in 11 outings average remained at 16.8, as he then on it was merely a question attorneys Paul Hudgins and
O
5-11
local
-5.11
for 20.0 points per game.
has netted 84 points in five of what the final score would Charles W. Miles M and
physicians, new was sent to
o
4/
1
240
Brent Gregston, Heath's in- games, but he advanced one spot be, with the outcome never in Central State Hospital for a
E. ...
59
junx1 cage star, held onto his to 17th.
doubt.
period of psychiatric examinaeighth spot in the rankings with Sedalia's Larry Galloway is
Senior Kenn Scott set the scor- tion to determine if he was cap206 points in 11 contests for an the only newcomer to the top ing for the Lyons with 24 points. able of conferring with attoraverage of 18.7 points per game. twenty as he raised his average Re was followed by Steve neys In his own defense. The
Gregston broke his arm in the to 16.7. He has collected 217 Rogers with 18 points, Les Whis- psychiatric report has not been
made public.
Tilghman Christmas Tournament markers in 17 outings.
man with 14 and Ed Nickell with
and may not see action for the Jerry Sanders Of Mayfield fol- 12 points.
NO TRAFFIC JAMS
rest of the season.
lows up in the 19th position as
Men who travel the straight
Jamie Pawlukiewicz returned
Farmington's Gary Barnes he dropped four places with his to action with the Bulldogs and and narrow have one advantage
jumped two notches from 11th 16.6 average. He has netted 166 tossed in 23 points
-they can see a long way ahead.
position to ninth position as he points In 10 outings.
has collected 287 points in 16 out- The biggest drop on the chart
ings or a 17.9 average.
was that of St. Mary's Curtis
David Sams of Carlisle Coun- Hixon, who fell from 10th to 20th
ty, who dropped a notch to 10th place in scoring. Hixon lost nearBuilt-up arch, smooth glove leather and
crepe wedge
place, rounds out the top ten ly two points on his average at
sole make this ideal fee work, shopping or
Representative
State
Your
Write
trove/in& (We
with an average of 17.8 points. he skidded from 18.3 to 16.6.
have other styles, too; hive you seen
them?)

WADE'S USED

SCHO-PEDS

DiScholk

30‘4'.tue 6( LOBBY!
RALPH GRAVES

***** ****
First Region Leaders
Pts.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
IS..
13.
14.
IS.
le.
17.
18.
15.
20.

Robert Nall.. Fulton County ..
244
Stan HalL Tilghman
234
Joe Ford Mayfield
211
Ronnie Wiggins, Wing°
Darrell Cleaver, Calloway County
'''' 2
13
52
2
Alan Cud,. Fancy Farm
249
ew
Gary McGregor. South Marshall
220
(bent (boaster. Heath
Gary Barnes, Farmington
V
David Sams. Carlisle County
Terry Garrett, Tilghman
*
Stamina% COthren.•South Meridian .64
MaKent Burnett, Heldhind
Charles Rushing. Calloway Count)
MX)
,
Jeff Bean. Symsonia
.
KM
David Darla. Benton
,
.
. 170
J. Pawlukarnalca Fulton City
84
Larry Galloway. Sedalia
Jerry Sanders, Mayfield
166
Curtis Hilton. at. Mary ,
120

O.
9
10
'10
11
12
12 ,
11
II
16
10
13

- i I- ,
II
12
14
10
5
13
10
12

4 Tanner Court
Ayg.
27.1
11.4
21.1
21.1
21.0
20.8
30.0
18.7
17.9
17.8
17.5
17.3
17.1
17.1
17.0
170
16.8
18.7
199
16.6

OTHERS: Alfred Delk. (larmingtoni, 15.5: Ronnie Fuller (('ubal.
16.0; Thomas Swatxell (Cuba). 15.9; Fay Jordan iHneman Co.). 15.8,
Allen Hudspeth (Murray High). 15.75; Dale Illighea (North Marshnin.
Freddie Whittemore, 1Symaonis). 14.5.

137; Danny Hart (Lewes), 14.9;

Union City,
SF Divide

Hickman Co. Beats

St.,Mary's Vikings
In 9th Grade Contest
CLINTON, Ky. -- Hickman
County's Fat:bons beat the St.
Mary Vikings, 52-47, in double
overtime, in a 9th grade contest
here Thursday night.
Hickman County was led in
scoring by Isaac Childress with
18 points, Jordan with 16 markers, and Vinson with 13 points.
St. Mary's Weglicki and Hannon had 21 and 13 points respectively.

UMW City and South Fulton
divided a pair of intracounty
cage games Friday evening at
the Devils, abode as the South
Fulton lassies and the Tornadoes took wins by wide margins.
The &1st final was 61-26
while the Purple and Gold captured the boys' tilt 81-62.

The South Fulton ladles,under
the direction of Coach David
Bram, are making themselves
a name as a top-notch contendDETOUR
come tournament time and
er
When an obstacle turns up
they made believers out of
in your life's work too big to
Coach Robert- Bagwell's young
move, pull around it,
Union City crew.

,.........................

and
It was 24-7, 38-13
48-21 at the quarter breaks.
Coach Brims employed his entire squad while Coach Robert
Bagwell continued to go with
his youngsters who pick up
more battle seasoning every
outing.
I

FREE
GLASSWARE

Julie Bard topped the Lady
Devils with 21 points, followed
and
by Judy Powell with 19
Kathy Whitlock with IL Coach
Brine Was highly conspilmentiny of his starting guards,
Marilyn Hardy, Nancy Bagwell
and Paula Hutchins. The trio
allowed only rdne field goals
the entire contest.
_ Just as the South Fulton lassies won with relative ease,
the Union City lads turned the
trick in the nightcap. It was
not one of the Tornadoes' better efforts of late, according to coach Fred
Gemini.

The Purple and Gold relied
on the first-half shooting of
AT
Walter Wry, who scored 16 of
his II points In the first and
second quarters and then fell
back le the closing cantos on
the hot hands of Barry Johnson
who made 19 of his 25 in the
last half.
Walt Williams Pitied his
South Fulton, Tennessee
Martin Hwy.
teammates in the Point PrsdseHon parade, scattering
20
(across from South Fulton Siegel plant)
throughout the evening.
• South Fulton was paced by
Dale
Yates, their
fine
Get a 12 oz. BDITERAGE GLASS WITH FILL-UP 8 gals. or more
sophomore guard who racked
up 25 tallies, and their Junior
Ask Danny Wilson about how to get the Free matching pitcher.
center, Gary Jetties, who netted
13.
The 11111011 City crew led
22-15, 43-27 and 61-39 at the
quarter breaks.

i WILSON 66 SERVICE

•
•
•
•

t•••••••••••••••••••••••••4

Frankfort
(502)
223-0496

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
PHONE
Bardwell
(502) 628-5490
628-5423

BAY FAMILY SHOE STORE
Fulton, Kentucky

0 . NT FOODS
Open all day Sundays

MAYFIELD PLAZA

Mon. thru Sat. 8 am.-9 pm.

SHOPPING CENTER

At The "GIANT" You
GET THE SAVINGS!

49c
4
CAKE mix....s$1 TowEisizil9
EGGS

GRADE A LARGE

DOZ.

(WITH $5.00 PURCHASE)

PILLSBURY (With Coupon)

BOUNTY

(With

Coupon)

mosso
BONUS
DREssING::90.cocKTAIL : z $1
non
69c
BACON
FRYERS 27c BANANAsi00
CHARMIN (With Coupon)

DETERGENT (With Coupon)

4koll29pR

GIANT

.

HYDE PARK SALAD (Wpith $5.00

, ROSEDALE FRUIT

32'
/
Size
Can

169 swirrs RASHER

BAK,E MASTER

25 Lb. Bag $

LB.

cormEN RIPE

U.S.INSPECTED

'

Whole

Giant Foods Coupon Giant Foods Conpo Giant Foods Coupo Giant Foods Coupon.
Pillsbury

CAKE MIX

4 Boxes

Charmin
4-Roll Pkg.

$1 TISSUE

Bounty
Jumbo Roll

29 TOWELS

With this coupon. No
addl. purchase neces- With this coupon. N.
sary. Good only at addl. purchase necesGiant Foods, Mayfield, sary. Good only a
Giant Foods, Mayfield
Ky.
Ky.
(Expires Jan. 24)

(Expires Jan. 24)

Giant Bonus

19

With this coupon. N
add'1, purchase neces
sary. Good only a
Giant Foods, Mayfield
Ky.
(Expires Jan. 24)

DETERGENT 49(i
With this coupon. No
add'1. purchase necessary. Good only at
Giant Foods, Mayfield
Ky.
(Expires Jan. 24)
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REACHINTO
THE 703'W/774...

- FEATURES
E. W. JAMES & SONS
SUPERMARKET

LOOK TO THE TAPE for its the CASH REGISTER TAPE that tells you the HAPPY STORY OF MAXI-SAVINGS ... Yes, Its THE TOTAL THAT TELLS THE TAIL MAXI
SAVINGS has come to THIS AREA and the whole town's talking about the sparkling-new PRICING PLAN adopted by E. W.JAMES & SONS Supermarket whereby
NEW,
LOW.
LOW PRICES have been placed in effect throughout every department. MPIXI-SAVINGS stands for MAXIMUM SAVINGS. The cash register tape tells you the
happy story...
YOUR FOOD DOLLARS DO MORE FOR YOU at E. W. James & Sons Supermarket. How grand and glorious it is so SAVE the "Maxi-Savings Way"...It's SMART to
be thrifty..
For Pennies SAVED are Pennies EARNED and Maxi-Savings every time you shop ADDS UP IN THE DOLLARS. Consistent regular shopping at your friendly
E. J. JAMES &
SONS SUPERMARKET pays you DANDY DIVIDENDS. This week, JAMES' MAXI-SAVINGS FEATURES'INCLUDE:

ork
Steak

P1

Fryers
SWIFT'S SWEET RASHER

FRESH

Lb.59

PORK HOCKS Lb.490

SLICED BACON
SLICED
4KE JOWL LI3.49

MARKET MADEOUR-WN

?Oka

SIItiebak

lb,

MEATY

49

SAUSAGE Pork Lb.

PEACHES

Lb. 690

CLUB STEAK Lb.990

Rig CHOPS

Pork Lb. BC

2

SALAD
DRESS!

2 1/2 size
can

_
PINEAPPLE

Lb.590

Pride of Illinois

Miracle Whip

III 11

89c

U. S. CHOICE

Hunt's 29 oz.

IKraft

lb

TO AT JUICE

COUPON
With $5.00 Ordur
and
This Coupon. Excluding Milk and
Tobacco products

for

Big 46 oz.
can

COUPON

Geisha Crushed

No. 2
can

4 for -$1
Rosedale Green •

LIMA

303 size
17 oz.

TOMATSrth
en E
OSAUC
8 CAN$1
DOgonusFliOD
10

gracious dining

8 oz

CA"

.

'BEANS

for $1

15 1/2 oz.

CANS $1

Rosedale

Hyde-Park

SWEET PEAS

BLAClydet
ir
KEPP
ER

5

this sei contains *.)

303 Size
°z

CANS

WEST PAC FROZEN 10-oz.

CUT CORN
WEST PAC FROZEN 10-oz.

BABY LIMAS

5FoR$1I
4
FORSi

West Pac Crinkle Cut 9-oz. Box

POTATOES

Frozen
FOR

Oranges
Dozen
HYDE PARK BREAD PRODUCTS
HOT DOG BUNS Pkg. of 8 ___ 33c
HAMBURGER BUNS Pkg. of 8 _ 33c
WHITE BREAD 11;lb. loaf __ 35c
WHITE BREAD II 4 lb.loal 3 for 81c

•

•—

$1/

1 oz. Box

4 darner forks • 4 sakal forks
4 serrated diHarr knives
Amme. 4•••••• 41•1••• A.m. +mpg

441.11111 .411MOw 4eimm.

ve•

pieces

leaspoOlIS •4 sovp spoons

24 PIECE SET - 23 CARAT
I
Electro-Plated
Gold-Tableware I
By Elccd-'Eterna

DETERacilTT 22-oz

Grapefruit

$12.49

By Patronizing Us
Check With US For
- tails.

Turnips

e3i

PE.W.JAMES

CRACKERS11b.box 250.

Green
Onions

I
Lb.

SONS d)

"IVLAXI-AVINGPS"

r SUPERMARKET

460

13E1'76'1;TE MIX box 35

COMPARATIVE-VALUE $31.95
Yours Only

10C

d

We

bch

Kle

Have A
Variety
Will of Bakery Goods

FRI. and SAT.
From Our Union City
Bakery

